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CHAP"l'ER I 
THE Ilf.PRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
THE INTRODUCTION 
Someone estimated that America has 98 per cent of the viorld' s 
radios and 99.4 per cent of its televisions. 1 According to a study, 
the American family has the television receiver turned on thirty-four 
hours each week. The more surprising fact was that the families who 
spend the most time with television are the families who have had 
2 their sets the longest. A survey of the Notion Pictures Association 
of America showed that the average high school graduate in this country 
has seen 500 films and watched 15,000 hours of television. Considering 
the fact that he has spent 10,000 hours in class, tr1e only activity 
to which he devoted more time than film is sleep.3 A recent report 
said, "The power of this medium may be greater than that of the federal, 
state and local governments all put together. n4 
'l1he church cannot afford to ignore something that has come to be 
., J. Edward HaJces ( ed.), An Introduction to Evangelical Christian 
Education (Chicago: Moody Press, 1966), p. 13. 
2Nathaniel F. Forsyth (ed. ), The �Jnister and Christian Nurture 
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1957), p. 168, citing BrOadcasting Tele­
castin,<:r Yearbook-JV'.tarketbook Issue, p. 1955-1956 (Hashington, D. C., 
Broadcasting Pub. Inc.), p. 16. 
3Popular Photography Vol. 61, No. 6. (December, 1967), p. 158. 
�. £· News & World Report (July 15, 1968), p. 37. 
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such a time-consuming factor in the lives of its people, and the power 
of these media. The v.Titer \vas prompted to investig-ate how and to \vhat 
extent the church can use such a powerful media for improving its teach-
ing in Sunday school. 
I. THE PROBLEr•I 
Statement of the problem. It vTas the purpose of this study ( 1) 
to present biblical examples of Audio-visuals use in teaching; ( 2) to 
show the value of Audio-visuals; and (3) to present available Audio-
visual materials and principles of effective use of them for improving 
teaching of Sunday school. 
Justification of the study. To do teaching effectively in the 
Sunday school, the improvement of teaching has to be done constantly 
because "teaching is never done so well as to eliminate possibility of 
improvement11,5 and "no perfect teaching can ever be done by a being as 
imperfect as man is. "6 Ever-changing society and its demands, and the 
teacher's keen awareness of his own limitations make an improvement of 
teaching methods imperative. 
The harnessing of modern technology and radical revision of the 
5c. B. Eavey, PrL�ciples of Teaching for Christian Teachers 
(Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1940), p. 328 . 
6Ibid., p . 329. 
4 
conventional pattern of education, with new ideas about the basic process 
of learning, is taking place in public education.? If the secular school 
makes such a radical revolution to meet the demand of present highly in-
dustrialized society, transformed from home to facto�J by such things 
as television, automation, and computers, the more do we need to improve 
teaching with realization of the fact that those v1ho come to Sunday 
school live through six days a week of such an attractive and influential 
society. 
A most recent study of the National Sunday School Association 
revealed the fact that the evangelical youth >vere more dissatisfied ,,Jith 
the use of visual aids than any other item in SUnday school teaching.8 
The study concluded that the absence of a variety of visual aids in 
Sunday school �o1as "ranked above the average as constituting i terns of 
concern."9 The study also recommended that the quality of Sunday school 
teaching in classes for the young people should be raised by injecting 
a greater variety of visual aids.10 
In the light of all these facts, it is the most pressing need of 
the Sunday school to improve its teaching with Audio-visual use. 
Limitations of the study. Technical research on operation of 
7H.onald Gross and Judith I'·'iurphy, The Revolution in the School 
(lire"�>T York: Harcourt, Brace & \vorld, Inc.7'1964), P· 4. 
-
--
8Roy J3. Zuck and Gene A. Getz, Christian Youth - An In-Depth 
Stud;y: (Chicago: :f.Ioody Press, 1968), p. 88. 
9Ibid., p. 160. 10Ibid. 
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audio-visual machinery is not included in this study. This study Vlill 
point out (1) the teaching problem, (2) the value of Audio-visuals, and 
(3) effective application of Audio-visuals into the Sunday school teaching 
for improvement. 
II. THE HEn'HOD OF PROCEDURE 
The combined methods, documentary and descriptive research, were 
used in this study. 'rhree types of information were collected: secular 
and church history of Audio-visual use, Biblical, and books and period­
icals in the field of Audio-visuals. 
The Biblical data was presented to formulate the understanding 
of using Audio-visuals in teaching. The information on the value of 
Audio-visuals in teaching would serve as a basic source in developing 
a practical application of Audio-visuals in teaching. 
III. THE STATE:HE:NT OF ORGANIZATION 
The study is organized in the following manner: Chapter II is a 
survey of the Biblical examples of Audio-visual use in teaching; Chapter 
III is an evaluation of Audio-visuals; Chapter IV is a presentation of 
teaching problems; Chapter V is a practical suggestion of Audio-visual 
use for improving teaching in Sunday school; Chapter VI develops the 
conclusions and brings out the emphasis of study. 
Ci-IAI!r.ER II 
BIBLICAL ElXAMPLES OF AUJJIO-""J"ISUAL USB HT 'r:.ii.A.CEING 
CHAl"TER II 
BIBLICAL EXAHPLES OF AUTIIO-VISUAL USE IN 1'EACIUNG 
The significance of the use of Audio-visuals in teaching, both of 
secular and Christian education, stand out noticeably. By the various 
media available through educational technology all of the academic cours­
es are being taught in secular school.1 The most thorough survey done 
by "Protestant Church" magazine to determine Protestant religious trends 
revealed its result in the area of visual aids, as follows: 
Audio-visuals, formerly looked upon as a mechanical gadg·et 
approach to Christian education, are now being successfully in­
tegrated into the regular teaching procedures of rnany churches. 
At present, 82.4 per cent of Protestant churches m-m some kind of 
audio-visual equipment. In churches of under 250 members, 69.7 
per cent have A-V equipment and 30.3 per cent do not; in those of 
250 to 500 members, 90.7 per cent have .A-V's and 9.3 per cent do 
not; over 500 members, 92.4 per cent have A-V equipment and 7.6 
per cent do not use such materials. The modern miracle of electro­
nics as a means of communication is coming to church, no longer 
as a plaything but as a set of tools >·lith great possibilities for 
heightening teaching impact.2 
Because of the progress and re-vived interest in this method of 
teaching, it is very important to review biblical examples of A-V's use 
in the Bible. 
1R. Louis Bright, "The Place of Technology in Educational Change," 
Audiovisual Instruction, Vol. 12, No. 4. (April 1967), p. 342. 
2Gene A. Getz, Audio-visuals in the Church (Chicago: Hoody Press, 
1966), p. 3 • 
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I. OLD '.PEST11.11EliJ'I1 USAGE 
God's usaee. God created man, and placed within him five basic 
senses, to taste, to smell, to touch, to hear, and to see. He gave him 
the capacity to enjoy his senses and to use them.3 God talked with man, 
and Adam and his \vife could hear "the voice of the Lord God \valking in 
the garden"(Ge.3:8). 
No doubt, the visual factor was a powerful influence in Eve's 
temptation to break the law of God. J.Ir. Getz j.llustrates hovl Satan used 
the God-given senses of hearing and sight to lead man into \villful dis-
obedience, as follmvs � 
\1hen God created man, there was one other being, already created 
�>Tho \vas observing vlith great interest. That being was Satan. He lmevl 
immediately the power of the senses, for he himself had experienced 
tmt power in his own life(Isa. 14:12-15). He kne\v that potential 
that lay within man's being, the ability to learn, to know, not only 
that vlhich is good but also that \vhich is evil. 
Adam and Eve, by commandment of God, were forbidden to eat of the 
fruit of the tree that was in the midst of the garden(Gen.2:16,17). 
Satan's immediate aim, as it is today, was to lead man to break the 
commandment of God. The means which Satan used were the very senses 
of hearing ru1d sight which God has created to be used for His glory. 
Satan, being subtle in his approach, used speech to sow seeds of 
doubt in the heart of liNe • 3 
Ye shall not surely die: for God doth lu1ow that in the day ye 
eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as 
gods, knowing good and evil(Gen. 3:4,5). 
The next fateful step came when 
The woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was 
pleasant to the e�es, and a tree to be desired to make one wise 
(Gen. 3:6). 
So Eve disobeyed God and also led Adam into the same sin. Satan 
had accomplished his goal; he used the God-given senses of hearing 
and sight to lead man into willful disobedience.4 
9 
God did not cease to make use of the senses He had created within 
man. God used a visual aid in the form of a. rainbow when He rewarded Noah 
at the conclusion of his faithful ministry, for building an ark in response 
to a. verbal commandment (Gen. 6:14; 9:12-18). 
When God told Abraham to leave his country and go to a strange 
land, He said, "to the land that I will show you" (Gen. 12:lb). With His 
commandment came a. promise that he would become the father of a. great 
nation (Gen. 12:2) and that all other nations would be blessed through 
him (Gen. 12:3) • Abraham took God at His word. But his fa.i th grew weak 
as the years went by (Gen. 15:2). God made a visit to Abraham one evening. 
This time God took Abraham outside and said, "Look now toward heaven, 
and number the stars, if you are able to number them" (Gen. 15:5). As a. 
result of this visual demonstration combined with the reassuring words 
of the Lord, Abraham "believed in the Lord; and He counted it to him 
for righteousness" (Gen. 15:6). 
"A most interesting study of God's use of visual aids is found 
in the account of the children o£ Israel as they journeyed from Egypt 
to Canaan. "5 The call of Moses was made through the burning bush (Ex. 3: 
2,3). After Moses became attentive by such an attractive sight, God pro-
ceeded to speak to him of the job he had for him, the great responsi-
bility of leading the children of Israel out of Egypt. But Moses was 
4 Ibid., P• 25. 
5Ibid., P• 26. 
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quick to doubt his ability to accomplish such a great task. Even with 
such a great verbal and visual demonstration, he objected by saying that 
the people would not listen to his voice. God gave to Moses three visual 
aids to demonstrate His power so that Pharaoh may know that Moses was 
sent by God. Jl1oses was not only to spealc forth that he had come with a 
message from God, but he v1as to use that rod which would become a ser­
pent and again be changed to a rod, his hand which would become leprous 
and again be made whole, and the vTater which t..rould become blood \vhen 
poured upon the ground. These visual aids would prove that Hoses had a 
message from God (Exod. 4: 1-9) . 
'V.'hen Hoses returned to Egypt, accompanied by his brother Aaron, 
by using the visual aids which God had given they soon convinced the 
children of Israel that the Lord had visited the people of Israel and 
that he had seen their affliction (Exod. 4:30,31 ). To convince Pharaoh, 
Moses had to use ten very forceful visual demonstrations, because verbal 
symbols were not enough to persuade Pharaoh that he should let the 
children of Israel leave the land(ELxod. 7:-12: ) . 
As God's chosen people journeyed in the vlilderness, God demon­
strated His presence, power and protection in numerous visual manifesta­
tions: the pillar of cloud by day and the pillar of fire by night (Exod. 
13:21) , the marching of the children of Israel across on dry ground in 
the midst of the sea (Exod.14:29) , the drowning of the Egyptians (Exod.14: 
27, 28 ) , the water 1nade sweet (Exod.15:25), the giving of meat in the 
evening and bread in the morning (l�od. 16:10-15 ) , water from the rock in 
11 
Horeb (Exod. 17:5-7), the heaping of the water when all the people passed 
over the Jordan into the promised land (Josh. 3:14-17), and the setting up 
of the twelve stones (Jos. 4:9). 
When Moses called together the children of Israel to give his 
parting words, he reminded them of the great audio-visual demonstration 
including the trumpet, the thunders and lightnings, and the cloud which 
God used when He gave His statutes and judgments in the Wilderness of 
Sinai (Exod. 19:13-16; Deut. 5:4,5). Moses' exhortation was, 
And these words which I command you this day shall be upon your 
heart; and you shall teach them diligently to your children, and 
shall talk of them when you sit in your house, and when you walk 
by the way, and when you lie dow.n, and when you rise. And you shall 
bind them as a sign upon your hand, and they shall be as frontlets 
between your eyes. And you shall write them on the doorposts of your 
house and on your gates (Deut. 6:6-9 R. S.V. ). 
Not merely as verbal symbols without meaning, but as living truths 
the parents were to demonstrate visually before the eyes of their child-
ren the meaning of these words. Learning was to result not only from 
hearing, but also from seeingand doing. 
"A visual technique that is mentioned frequently in the Old Testa­
ment is the use of 'symbolic acts,' or 'object lessons. "'
6 God's chosen 
prophetic teachers used this method. 
When the Lord determined to rend most of the Kingdom of Israel 
out of the hands of the seed of Solomon because of his sin, He made His 
revelation known to Jeroboam, who was to be the first king over the Nor-
them Kingdom. One day he was outside the city of Jerusalem, 
12 
And at that time, ••••• the prophet Ahijah the Shilonite found him 
on the road. Now Ahijah had clad himself with a new garment; and 
the two of them were alone in the open country. Then Ahijah laid 
hold of the new garment that was on him, and tore it into twelve 
pieces. And he said to Jeroboam, "Take for yourself ten pieces; 
for thus says the Lord, the God of Israel, 'Behold, I am about to 
tear the kingdom from the hand of Solomon, and will give you ten 
tribes"' (I Kings 11:29-31 R.s.v.). 
This object lesson was fulfilled (I Kings 12:15 ). 
Ezekiel used symbolic visual aids more than any other teacher 
mentioned in the Old Testament. In one instance, God told Ezekiel to 
make a sign of siege, 
And you, 0 son of man, take a brick and lay it before you,and 
portray upon it a city, even Jerusalem; and put siege-works against 
it; and build a siege wall against it, and cast up a mound against 
it; set camps also against it, and plant battering rams against it 
round about. And take an iron plate, and place it as an iron wall 
between you and the city; and set your face toward it, and let it 
be in a state of siege, and press the siege against it. This is a 
sign for the houseof Israel (Ezekiel 4:1-3 R.s.v.). 
In another instance, God confirmed what he had just taught regard-
ing the siege of Jerusalem by commanding Ezekiel to use another object 
lesson, 
And you, 0 son of man, take a sharp sword; use it as barber's 
razor and pass it over your head and your beard; then take bal­
ances for weighing, and divide the hair. A third part you shall 
burn in the fire in the midst of the city, when the days of the 
siege are completed; anda third part you shall take and strike with 
the sword round about the city; and a third part you shall scatter 
to the wind, a nd I will unsheath the sword after them. And you 
shall take from these a small number, and bind them in the skirts 
of your robe (Ezek. 5:1-3 R.s.v.). 
This object lesson was full of meaning; it meant, 
A third part of you shall die of pestilence and be consumed within 
the midst of you; a third part shall fall by the sword round about 
you; and a third part I will scatter to all the winds and will 
unsheathe the sword after them (Ezek. 5:12 R.s.v.). 
� Summa:ry. Prom the foregoing information, it is clear that 
God used visual aids to teach the children of Israel. Behind God's mi-
racle and pow·erful demonstration, there was His purpose to be fulfilled 
through tnose media. He used many visual signs so that the children of 
Israel might know that He was the Lord(Exod. 10:2). God placed also a 
visual sign in every event which needed to be remembered or to be taught 
to His children(Exod. 10:1,2; 12:26,27; 13:8,14,15). 
Visual aids were used by God as teaching tools in revealing His 
divine vnll to men, and were also employed by the prophetic teachers in 
proclaiming the word of God. 
II. NE\1/ 'rESTA:HEN'.P USAGE 
Jesus Christ's usage. Jesus Christ Himself is the supreme exam­
ple in the use of visual aids.7 One of the most outstanding instances 
of the use of visual aid by the I'liaster was the one of putting the child 
in the midst to teach the attitude one should have toward the kingdom 
(lvratt. 18:1-4).8 Since humility was an abstract term and a subject some-
what far removed from the thinking of the twelve, IIe called the little 
child to Himself and took him into His arms. 'J:lhen He said, 
1l1ruly, I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, 
you vlill never enter the kingdom of heaven. \.ihoever hmnbles him-
7Ibid., p. 30. 
8J. M. Price, Jesus the Teacher (Tennessee: The Sunday School 
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, '1946), p. 93. 
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self like this child, he is the gTeatest in the kingdom of heaven. 
'dhoever receives one such child in my name receives me; but ,.,rho­
ever causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin, it 
would be better for him to have a great millstone fastened round 
his neck and to be drmmed in the depth of the sea(Hatt . 18:3-6). 
Humility, an abstract term to the twelve disciples, was portrayed 
to them as a vivid and concrete meaning tlLrough visual demonstration. 
Jesus 1 v,rashing the disciples 1 feet is another instance of His 
using visual aid in His teaching ( J olm 13: 1-15) • "In doing so he showed 
the dignity and greatness of humble service11,9 and it was "the most im­
pressive teaching he ever gave vli th an object lesson." 10 
To illustrate civic duty, he used a coin(I'·fatt. 22:15-22). In 
order to make clear the work of the Holy Spirit, He said, lfThe \vind 
blov!s where it vlill, and you hear of it(John 3:8). To teach men to 
trust, He said, "Look at the birds of the air11(Natt. 6:26), and "Con-
sider the lilies of the field, hovl they grown(li'Iatt. 6:28). He demonst-
rated His deity through the healing of the blind, deaf, lame, and others 
when John, the :Baptist, sent messengers to inquire if he were really the 
Christ (:fi'Ia"tt. 11 : 2-6) • 'l1o show His authority on earth to forgive sins, 
He healed the palsied man brought by four(J11ark 2: 6-12) • In order to 
make the woman at the well understand the abstract water of life, Jesus 
used the water of Jacob's well(John 4:1-16). 
The Summaq. The foregoing evidence of Jesus' use of audio-visual 
aid proves that the theory and philosophy of visual education are rooted 
9 Ibid.,pp. 93, 94. 
10Ibid., p. 94. 
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and grounded in the \'lord of God. 11 The use of visual aids is God' s 'tJaY 
of teaching.12 Ey the use of concrete visual aids abstract truth was 
made clear and understandable. 
11 Getz, ££·cit., p. 31. 
12J. Edward Hakes(ed.), An Introduction to Evangelical Christian 
Education(Chicago: :Hoody Press, 1966), p. 109. 
CH.A.PTER III 
Tffij VALUE OF TH11 .AUDIO-VISUALS 
CIIAJ!fEH III 
THE VALUE OF 'JlHE AUDIO-VISUALS 
I. TYPES OF AUDIO-VISUALS 
Simply stated, Audio-visuals are usually classified in two 
6Toups: nonprojected and projected. 
Among the nonprojected Audio-visuals most generally used are 
chalkboards, maps, flatpictures, bulletin boards, posters, objects, 
observation trips, dramas, flannel boards, charts, graphs, flash cards, 
and recordings. Projected audio-visuals are filmstrips, slides, motion 
pictures, overhead and rear-screen projections, phonographs, radios, 
and televisions. 
II. TID!:: NEED OF A1IDIO-VISUALS IN TE.A.CHING 
There are two influential factors, at least, which necessitated 
the use of Audio-visuals in teaching. 
Advanced Hodern '11echnolOf:?kt. The development of technological 
services for teachers from kindergarten to the university has been pro-
1 ceeding very slOI.Jly. But in recent years the advanced technology "has 
swept through society from the reasearch laboratories into manufacturing, 
1carlton vl. H. Erickson, Fundamentals of Teaching with Audiovisual 
:f_echnoloe][(New York: The Nacmillan Co., 1967), p. 1. 
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communications, the space age, and finally now, into education,"2 and 
this development quickened the realization that "antiquated methods can 
never achieve today's educational goals."3 Thus a new science of educa­
tion, the science of audio-visual education, emerged.4 
It is the means by which 
the experiences of the world, regardless of whether they existed 
in the past, are apt to exist in the future, or eXist in some remote 
portion of the planet, can be brought into any classroom in any com­
munity. Through the medium of the film-strip, the motion picture, 
the radio, television, and the slide - through the teacher's oppor­
tunity to handle creative activities in any of these media, our 
schools are blessed with a situation in which, in addition to clever 
use of the blackboard, bulletin board displays, creation of effective 
models, well-planned field trips, the outcomes of modern technology 
can be included • • • • • • •  The physical environment, whether it be "too 
big," "too small," "too fast," or "too slow," can be captured for 
study and restudy. l{Qowledge about the world can be made available 
to the smallest class in the most remote school in the co�try at the exact moment of need - all at the click of a switch." 
Educators everywhere are exhibiting "an intense interest in teach-
ing methods employing such new media as television, taped instruction, 
and teaching machines."6 
B. F. Jackson explains how the church was influenced by the use 
of audio-visuals, as follows, 
Just after World War II the church was confronted with a new 
urgency to use audio-visuals in its program. The millions of men and 
women who bad been in the armed services returned home to report 
that they had been taught and trained effectively by the use of a 
4walter A. Wittich & Charles F. Schuller, Audio-Visual Materials -
Their Nature� Use (New York: Harper & Brothers, Pub., 1953), P• 33. 
5Ibid., p. 16. 
6mrickson, 2E• cit., P• 1. 
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vast array of audio-visual materials. "The church and the school 
ought to use more of these new tools for learning," was the con­
tention of these ex-servicemen and women. This pressure has brought 
about the use of these new tools in thousands of churches, but 
there is a still more urgent reason for the church to use audio­
visuals now. Television's sudden emergence into the picture has 
brought tens of millions of people to a consciousness of the possi­
bility of learning through projected pictures and amplified 
sound.7 
� Inadeguacy £! Word Communication. There is a more basic 
internal reason why the church also needs to use audio-visuals in its 
teaching. It is because in teaching, "words alone cannot do the job"8 
and "even a carefully developed curriculum, with content chosen from 
Scripture and vocabulary adapted to the ability of the pupil, may fail 
to accomplish the purpose of its writers if it depends only on words."9 
Jesus, the greatest teacher of all time, the One who understood 
10 man best, used visual aids in His teaching. Because He knew "how diffi-
cult it is to get man's attention, and to make him understand abstract 
truth."11 
The inadequacy of words to convey their meaning to even well-
trained adults, was clearly illustrated by the result of an unusual 
7Nathaniel F. Forsyth (ed.), The Minister and Christian Nurture 
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1957), p. 171. 
8 J. Edward Hakes ( ed.), An Introduction to Eya.ngelical Christian 
Education (Chicago: Moody Press, 1966), p. 107. 
9Ibid., PP• 107, 108. 
10John. 2:24,25. 
11 Hakes, �· cit., p. 109. 
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assignment of 'Parade ' magazine.1 2  The editors of 'Parade' called to-
gether three top artist-illustrators. They asked each of them to draw 
an animal described by the 'Encyclopaedia Britannica ' .  
��e body is stout , with arched back; the limbs are short and 
stout , armed with strong, blunt c laws; the ears long; and the tail 
thick at the base and tapering gradually. The elongated head is 
s et on a short, thick neck, and at the extremity of the snout is 
a disc in which the nostrils open. �:he mouth is small and tubular, 
furnished with a long extensile tongue. A large individual measRred 
6 ft . 8 in. In color it is pale sandy or yellmv-, the hair being 
scanty and allowing the skin to show. 1 3 
Compared with an actual photograph, the three drawings are so 
different! ( See Fig. 1 .  & 2. ) 
l!�ig . 1. 
12i.,Jittich and Schuller, £E.. ill• , p .  16  
13Ibid., citing aardvark, in Encyclopaedia Britannica, Senior 
Vol. 1 ., p. 4. 
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Fig. 2. 
This illustration proves that "even the most precise ><�ords do not 
convey an idea as graphically as a single picture. n·14 
III. THE VALUE OF AUDIQ-VISUALS 
22 
An audio-visual is a method of communication. However, audio-
visuals possess certain values that are distinctive from many other every-
day means used to convey information from one person to another. 
THEY OVERCOME THE BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION 
Language, time and space are barriers to communication in 
teaching the Word of God.15 
The Language :Barrier. Human communication is largely through 
the spoken and written word. God has chosen the symbolism of written 
language to reveal to man spiritual truths. 16 Christ can only be seen 
as He is revealed in the Word of God through word symbols which have 
been inspired by the Holy Spirit through the writers of Scripture.17 
It is therefore correct to say that "there is power in words 
18 when they are full of meaning for the heareru, and "language is the 
great tool of the teacher. "l9 The teacher may bring the whole world of 
things, ideas and feelings to his pupils. But language may also be the 
l5Gene A. Getz, Audio-Visuals in the Church (Chicago: 11oody Press, 
1966), P• 34. 
18william L. Rogers & Paul H. Vieth, Visual Aids .!a,� Church 
(Philadelphia: The Christian Education Press, 1946J::P. 25. 
l9Ibid. 
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teacher's greatest stumbling-block when he uses words which have no 
meaning for the pupil. 20 
Christian teaching deals with abstract truths contained in the 
Scripture. Spirit, love, joy, peace, humility, grace, and faith are 
some of the terms with which the truths are to be communicated. The 
problem of effective communication in connection with the Word of God 
lies in the facts, 
Unless the persons who are reading or listening to these terms 
possess some background of experience, the words will be meaning­
less.21 
Helping pupils to attach the right names to the right things 
and ideas is one of the teacher's big jobs. When a correct object 
is involved, there is not much difficulty. Everybody will agree 
on what a pencil means. But when we attach a name to an idea, a 
concept, an abstraction, the problem becomes complicated.22 
One of the ways of communicating word symbols without communi-
eating the meanings that should be associated with word symbols is 
memorizing words. Pupils may react with verbal accuracy to questions 
about the Bible, but often they do not know and understand what they 
are talking about, as is illustrated by the following statement: 
"When a child learns to read, verbalism becomes a steady danger, for 
he can correctly pronounce words that he does not understand,"23 and, 
20Ibid. 
21Getz, 2£• cit., p. 34. 
22Edgar Dale, Audio-Visuals - Method � Teaching (New York: The 
Dryden Press, 1952), p. 25. 
23Ibid., p. 16. 
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As teachers, we quickly learn that students may react with verbal 
accuracy to questions about history or geography of mathematics, but 
that they sometimes don't know what they are talking about. Here is 
a boy who reads aloud about the pilgrims. It sounds all right until 
a question shows that he does not know the difference between a pil�im and a turkey. He would be a fine one to send out to shoot a turkey. 4 
In Sunday school the teacher can teach a verse to the class by having 
them repeat the verse after him until every child could say the verse with 
verbal accuracy, without explanation as to the meaning of the verse. With 
no effort to show how the verse was vitally related to the main aim of 
the lesson story, without discussion to help the children understand how 
this verse was related to their daily lives and experiences with other 
boys and girls, and without aids to help them associate meanings With 
word symbols, the verse can be memorized by rote, but not with under­
standing.25 
Memorizing \oTords without meaning is the problem of misunderstanding 
which results in wrong conceptions.26 Research reveals that all ages are 
subject to misinterpretation and to mistakes.27 The :following illustrations 
prove such facts. 
In the song, "Dare to :Be a Daniel," there is the phrase, "dare to 
have a purpose firm." Children have come home from Sunday School 
singing "dare to have a purple spine." Others have sung "eat carrots 
for lou" rather than "He careth for you" or "Gladly, the cross-eled 
bear" instead of "gladly the cross I'd bear." Children have actually 
24Getz, op. cit. ,p. 35, citing Edgar Dale, "The Why of Audio­
Visual Materials,11 "The Audio-Visual Reader", ed. J. s. Kinder and F. D. 
McCluskey (Dubuque: W:m. C. :Brown Company, 1954), P• 1 
25Ibid. 
p. ,36. 
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placed their Bibles on the floor and have stood on them after sing­
ing, nThe B-I-B-1-E, I stand alone on the Word of God." A boy came 
from school one day and said, "Daddy, I want a ru.ler (referring to 
a twelve-inch ru.ler); Jesus was a Ruler." And then, you can imagine 
the amazement of the parent who asked his child the meaning of the 
song, "Jesus wants me for a sunbeam," and received the reply, "Oh, 
that means a Mi:xm.aster like 1-'Iother has on the kitchen shelf. n28 
The Time and Space Barriers. Every teacher of the Word of God 
faces the problem of helping to bridge the time gap in the mind of the 
learner. Biblical events took place many centuries ago, in a very small 
section of the world, when life and its cultural background were much 
different from the present century. 29 "To bridge time and space and make 
the experiences of these men and women real to the learner today, " wrote 
Tower, "is a goal every teacher must seek,"30 and, · 
The picture, especially the picture combined with words and action, 
can give us a sense of living in the past, in the very lives and times 
of persons whose experiences are vital to our faith. 31 
How � Audio-visuals Overcome those Barriers? 
Audio-visuals can aid in building concepts so that people can have 
a better understanding of words, such as Holy Spirit, love, joy, peace, 
faith, humility, salvation, etc. Audio-visuals can provide a background 
of experience so that learners associate correct meanings with word symbols, 
28Ib·d 37 -l:....• ' P• • 
29Ibid., P• 38. 
3°Howard E. Tower, Church Use of Audio-visuals - Tested Principles 
and Practical Methods (Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury, 1950), p. 11. 
3libid., P• 12. 
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avoiding the misconceived ideas i11ustrated earlier in this chapter. 
Erickson asserts that a teacher's job will be easier if pupils 
come to their classes possessed vli th the optimmn amount of real ex­
perience that would facilitate learning. 32 \vithout actual and realistic, 
although vicarious, experience with real things our pupils will not 
possess a wealth of insight that will serve as a basis for building new 
relationships from new verbal rnaterials.33 Before a pupil can proceed 
to profit from abstractions, a certain degree of experience vlith real 
things is, therefore, needed. 
The first and basic role of Audio-visual, according to Erickson's 
statement, is tha-t; it "provides the teacher \rl th the means for extending 
the horizon of experience".34 He states as follows: 
Ey this role \ve seek to provide the counterpart of a firsthand 
experience. A student may sit in his J!':d.votrainer ��'ystem car and, 
under realistic stimuli from film sources, practice responding to 
highway conditions and other drivers with amazingly realistic eff­
ects. Other simulators for other tasks may be developed. A teacher 
may 11take11 his class by means of an appropriate motion picture 
film to a remote jungle, to a glacier in Alaska, to "meet" people 
and 11observe11places and things, to perhaps see nevJ environments 
for the first time. Some audiovisual materials may thus serve as 
a "magic carpet" for providing needed experiences, vicarous of 
course, but perhaps extremely close in observational value to re­
ality. Particularly valuable for this role vmuld be motion pictures 
television, and carefully prepared colored slide sequences. 
Such "real" experiences may be planned and utilized in many 
teaching situations - in the middle of a lecture, as a means of 
introducing a nev1 teaching unit, and as a means of seeking "first­
hand!! information for solving a problem.35 
32Erickson,££ cit., p.12. 
34Ibid. 
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As a practical illustration of how audio-visuals can help over-
come these barriers to communication, a map may be used to overcome the 
space barrier, and a filmstrip on the life of Paul for the time barrier. 
"Audio-visuals,n wrote Rumpf, "condense time and space," and, 
they squeeze time and fasten events together. They bridge gaps 
in history. They function as a See-It-Now program. A film about 
Jesus shows him living now. A three-foot map reduces a distance of 
thousands of miles to a few inches - to within the realm of compre­
hension. Then Palestine is not so far away. A filmstrip on church 
history or
6
the life of Christ reduces the time span and links 
together.3 
"Audio-visual materials," according to the words of F. D. McCluskey, 
"speak a universal language. "37 They therefore cut across language differ­
ences and barriers.38 
THEY FACILITATE RAPID LEARNING 
It is a proven fact by experiments that learning is faster when 
audio-visuals are used.39 A comparison of reports on military training 
during World Wars I and II indicated that "the appropriate use of audio-
visuals cut training time in World War II, as compared to World War I, 
as much as 35 to 40 percent. n4° 
36oscar J. Rumpf, The Use of Audio-Visuals 1;a �Church (Phila-
delphia: The Christian Education Press, 1958), P• 9. 
37Getz, £1!.• cit. , p. 38. 
38Ibid. 
39Earl W. Waldrup, Teaching and Training with Audio-visuals 
(Tennessee: Convention Press, 1962};P. 8. 
40Ibid. 
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All audio-visuals, therefore, used effectively will speed learn-
ing. The following graphics show how Audio-visuals effectively facilitate 
rapid learning. 
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1.PEEY MAKE LEARNING MORE PERMA.NENT 
The perplexing question that teachers ask is why their pupils forget 
so much of what they try to teach them. Those who are concerned with this 
need for making learning more "permanent," have been striving for the 
answers. 4l Edgar Dale gave a few typical instances of learning that some-
how have never been forgotten. 
I was a spectator in a fifth grade class that was having a demon­
stration lesson on the trapdoor spider. This happened at least five 
years ago, but I still remember the photographs that the teacher used, 
4�ale, .212.• cit., P• 8. 
was; 
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her drawings on the blackboard, and the movie she sho1t1ed to the class. 
To top it off, she had the trapdoor nest itself demonstrated to the 
whole class by one of the pupils. 
The lesson moved along largely by questions vlhich the children 
asked each other and the teacher, and which the teacher asked of them. 
I not only saw a good and long-remembered lesson on the trapdoor 
spider, but I got an unforgettable lesson on how to teach simply and 
effectively.42 
One of the examples of ivhy pupils forget, from their m·m examples, 
I had a course in geography in college. 'vle had to remember in de­
tail exactly 1t1hat each country exported, imported, as v1elJ. as their 
ra1..r materials and minerals. I passed the course with a high grade, 
but for the life of me I can't recall a fourth of these facts today. 
Host of us thought, at the time, that this detailed cramming of facts 
wasn 1 t the 1vay to teach geography. 1de thought it too abstract and 
mechanical and, of course, really unrelated to our interests.43 
I�dg'ar Dale made three generalizations from hundreds of reports 
as to why vie forget what we are taught in school: 
1. \'le forget when \vhat we are to learn does not seem important 
to us, either because it lacks importance in itself or because 
t-Te fail to see any apparent relationship bet\veen this nm,r 
piece of information and things that >ve already know. 
2. \ve forget ivhen \ve do not � clearly '"hat it is that i.Je are 
supposed to be learning or \4hen we are not properly shmm how 
to use this new item. 
3. He forget t-ihen i'fe do not make use of what ive lk·we been asked 
to learn in our daily living.44 
In keeping i>'i th this thought another has said that most people 
are no·t interested in learning that v.rhich has no meaning, nor do they 
42Ibid., p. 10. 
44Ibid., p. 12. 
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enjoy the process.45 Furthermore, they will not be motivated to use 
what they have learned because "motivation results from learning that 
is understood and learning which touches the emotions and the will."46 
It has been shown clearly in the preceding statement that 
making learning interesting is a very important factor for making 
learning more permanent. 
Therefore, we need to seek better, more lifelike, realistic, func-
tional, and significant problem-solving activities to stimulate bona 
fide interest.47 
Audio-visuals help stimulate interest since they add variety to 
what is often a dull teaching-learning process. The learners respond well 
to teaching that makes extensive and effective use of the various types 
of audio-visuals.48 
Audio-visuals also provide participation through which pupils can 
be motivated to set up a worthwhile purpose of their own. 
Another way that audio-visuals stimulate interest is that they 
induce real incentive.49 For cr�llenging people to go, give, and pray for 
a mission field, a missionary film, filmstrip, or set of slides portraying 
the needs of the field is far more effective than words alone presented.50 
Audio-visuals make new material more concrete, more attractive, 
45Getz, 2£• £!!., pp. 38,39. 
47Erickson, 2£• cit., p. 18. 
49Ibid. 
46 Ibid., p. 39. 
48Getz, ££• cit., P• 39. 
50 Ibid. 
and easier for the pupil to associate with his past experience .  'l'his 
makes the learning more accurate and therefore more permanent . lletention 
of information i s  increased as much as 50 per c ent and more v1hen Audio­
visuals are used in some fields of study . 5 1  
The follmving evidence supports the conclusion th...at \vhat i s  learned 
with the aid of Audio-visuals can be remembered much longer . 
Fig .  4.  
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'I'H6...-ry CHANGE 'I'HE LEAR!l"EJ:l. ' S AT'lT:CUDE 
'I'he most diffcul t obj ective of Christian t eaching i s  to effect 
' change in the lives of individuals .  But to cause persons to want to clo 
what they lmmv they ought to do i s  the ultimate obj ective in all teach-
. 52 L11g . 
Appropriate Audio-visuals stimulate the vr.i.ll to take action . 
5 1  �1/aldrup , .£:!?..· cit . , p .  8 . 52Ib ' ., �. , p .  1 0 .  
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Oscar .J .  Rwnpf states how Audio-visuals motivate us � 
They push and pull at our hearts and minds until we want to be 
like 1vhat we see . The Guest , No Greater Povier ,  and 'rhe Secret of' 
the Gift are films that motivate us to share and gi� A film l ike 
:Barabbas the Robber itJOuld motivate us to understand, really under­
stand , >·That is meant by the exclamation , "He died for me ! "53 
An illustration to prove the povrer of changing attitude gained 
from Audio-visuals is in conne.ction with the 1 967 All-J3ri tain Crusade 
of :Billy Graham . Graham' s  face and voice were brought to thousands gath-
ered in such places as theaters , converted tram-sheds , and city-hall 
auditoriums through the gigantic 11V and landline netvmrk 1<rhich were 
linked together to the outside of London and Earl ' s  Court , the hub of 
the crusade,  and h�enty-five other cities . 54 
Clarence Vl . Jones ,  a missionary statesmen and strategist , and 
past president of International Christian Broadcasters , reports on the 
result of 'l1V relay services  of that meeting, as follm11s : 
r •wo and one-half times as many people "attended" the crusade 
through these 'J:V relay services outside London ( 54 3 ,  000 )  as came to 
Earl ' s  Court i-t self ( 1 99 , 000 ) .  Of the total crusade attendance of 
one million for all meetings conducted, over one-half came to the 
TV relay points . Under the blessing of God ,  inquirers coming for­
V>Iard at 'FV meetings numbered 24 , 1 63 , compared to 9 , 830 at Earl ' s  
Court . 
After a year-long evaluation of the All-Britain Crusade , staff 
members concluded that the evangelist ' s  message v1as as forceful 
in the relay centers as it was in the auditorium in \vhich he spoke . 
Reporting on one of  the relay centers , a writer said : One of Ply­
mouth ' s  most memorable services was the youth night on vrhich Billy 
53Rumpf , ££· cit . , p .  1 1 . 
54 clarence VJ .  Jone s , nTelevision Ah"'V;aves - I!.V"angelism '  s }?ron­
tier, 11 Christianity 'roday , September 1 3 ,  1 968 . p .  3 . 
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Graham spoke about the problems of sex.  The standing-room-only 
audience of toughs , college students ,  and beatniks spent the first 
half hour in hissing, laughing, and clapping. Uninhibited and rowdy, 
they heckled the great screen as fiercely as if the figure before 
them were alive . But , as the evangelist continued, a new mood seemed 
to grip them. The turn came when a gang leader shouted, ' Shut up, 
mates ! I want to hear some of this . '  And silence fell. At the invit­
ation, 248 inquirers went forward. It was � biggest response - about 
12 per cent - 2£ any audience at � Graham meeting."55 
IV. THE ROLES OF AUDio-VISUALS IN TEACHING-LEARNING 
SITUATIONS 
Audio-visual materials or media may play more than one role at 
the same time or at different times but they can be classified, in a 
simplified over-all view, into the following points .  
In a teaching situation: 
1. It provides the teacher with the means for extending the 
horizon of experience . 
2. It helps the teacher provide meaningful sources of information. 
; . It provides the teacher with interest-compelling springboards 
into a wide variety of learning activities . 
4 .  It assists the teacher in overcoming physical difficulties of 
presenting subject matter. 
5. It provides the teacher with rich sources of pupil purpose 
when communicative materials are produced j ointly by pupils 
and teachers . 
6 .  It provides the teacher with a kit of  tools to  carry out diag­
nostic , research, and re�edial work demanded by up-to-date 
instructional purposes .56 
In a learning process: 
55 Ibid. 
56Erickson, �· cit . ,  PP• 12-27. 
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t tAt present time , theories  of learningn state Hullfish and 
Smith, 11are in a chaotic state . "57 Ji'urther,  they state that "there i s  
no generally acceptable theory o f  learning ivhich can b e  presented to  
,- s teachers for use in guiding the learning e:;rperiences of students . n J  
It \vill be helpful , however, to identify the kinds of learning 
process that many psychologists agree on, then point out the roles of 
Audio-visuals in that process . A more analitical and comprehensive study 
of learning theor.f will be discuss ed in the follo,..Jing chapter . 
':f.lo state the contributions of Audio-visuals to this learn.ing 
process ,  Lee J .  Cronbach ' s s even elements serve as an overall vie\'1 of 
the learning proces s . 
Briefly stated, the seven elements are : 
1 .  Situation .  r he situation consists of all the objects , persons , 
and symbols in the learner ' s  envi:conment . 
2 .  Personal characteristic s . Under this heading v1e include all the 
abilities and all the typical responses that the person brings 
to the situation . Certain characteristics are needed if the pu­
pil i s  to profit from the experiences ; we refer to this as the 
readiness required for the activity . 
3 .  Goal . 'J!he goal of the learner i s  of some consequence (i . e . ,  state 
of affairs ) that he wishes to attain . 
4 .  Interpretation . Interpretation is  a proces s  of directing atten­
tion to parts of the s ituation , relating observations to past 
experiences , and predicting i<fhat can be expected to happen if 
various actions are taken . 
5 .  Action .  The person ' s actions include movements and statements ;  
they are observable responses . 
6 . Consequence :  confirmation or contradiction . Some events that 
57Henry IGI:l.lers and Gordon C .  Lee ,  Crucial Issues in Education 
(Nevi York: Holt , Rinehart and \Vinston, Inc . ,  1 964), p .  334. 
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follovl the action are regarded by the learner as consequences 
of it . 
7 . Reaction to thwarting: adaptive or nonadaptive . 'rhwarting 
occurs when the person fails to  attain a goal . 59 
Erickson illustrates  the relationship of the film to  seven as-
pects of learning . 'rhe main problem presented by a ninth-grade teacher 
of mathematics was to construct a corridor display to show graphically 
the results of the schoo l ' s  Junior Red Cross  Drive . The pupils looked at 
the motion picture arranged by the teacher,  titled , ''The Language of 
Graphs , 11 after they had accepted and discussed their problem .  '2hen the 
pupils went to \vork, planning their action as individuals and as a group 
or team of workers . 
Relationship of the film to  the seven aspects of learning may be 
shown in : ( 1 ) Situation aspect . The motion picture became a part of the 
situation .  As they watched the action, they received suggestions and re-
inforcement from supporting action in the film story • .As a result of the 
film experienc e ,  pupils kneH their own situation better and t·rere thus able 
to choose o:r sur;gest a \vise course of action for solving their problems . 
( 2 )  .Personal characteristic aspect . It is likely that the film experience 
intensified the readiness of pupils to attack their problems by watching 
the ir ovm peers in a similar problem situation . ( 3 )  Goal aspect .  \-latching 
the film they got needed information . (4 ) Interpretation aspect . They 
probably identified themselves with the decisions and. actions of the 
film ac·tors . 'rhus the process of interpretation was facilitated to them. 
59Erickson, ££• cit . , pp . 29-31 . 
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( 5 )  Act i on aspect . Pupi l s  act ions are b eing affected by the nec e s sary 
\vork , ·text s tudy , di scuss ion , ext ensive practic e ,  etc . :But new re-
spon s e s  as a result of experience ,  vicarious experi ence ,  in the film 
vTere contribut ed by watching the film . ( 6 ) Consequenc e s  aspec t . 1rhe film 
fac i l i tated a high rat e of correct cho i c e s  for thei r  pro j e c t . However ,  
much individual s tudy and work was cal l ed for following the f ilm , as 
n e eded insight s and ski l l s  were ac quired as the proj ect pro c eeded to-
vTard compl etion . The pupils l ikely had to face the cons e quences of their 
individual ac tions as \ve l l  as the gToup action .  ( 7 )  .Reaction to thv!arting 
aspec t . Pupils who 1-.rere to modify their action and to make nevJ trial s  
t o  gain succ e s s  may have b e en e,ruided by their impr e s sions o f  film con-
t ent . �rhe desirable , adaptive behavi or \vas reinforced through a storing 
mot ive , and through b'Uidanc e of the t eache r , 60 
� Summa£Y . In this chapter,  the types of Audio-visuals ,  the 
need of Audio-vi sual s ,  and the values of Audio-vi suals were di scussed 
in relati on i�o t eaching . There are more aspe c t s  of Audio-visuals in 
value contribution to t eaching which have not b e en discus s e d  in this 
chapter . It must be recognized that Audio-vi sual s may perform more than 
one value at the same t ime or at different times . 
It vlas s tat e d  that advanced t echnology \vhich has S\'lept through 
society into education , and the inade quency of verbal c onmmnication 
were the main reasons for u.sing .. '\udio-visuals in t eaching . 
60 Ib id . , pp . 3 1 -34 · 
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Overcoming the barriers to communication , facilitating rapid 
learning, making learning more permanent , and changing the learner ' s  
attitude were the things that audio-visuals can do . The role of audio­
visuals in teaching-learning situations was discussed. 
CHAP'I'JEH DT 
'J'HE i:3U1f.DA Y SCHOOL TEACIIHJG 
CiuiPT RR. IV 
'11HJE SU1{])AY SCHOOL '.rEACHING 
I .  THE SD1IDAY SCHOOL 
Its develo;ement . Reco,gni tion of the responsibil ity for giving 
religious education to the yonng and nntaught has a long history \vi th 
mankind .
1 
'l'he basic charac t eristics of the Snnday school have existed even 
before the time of Abraham . Explorations shmv that well-equipped 
schools existed in Chaldea and Babylonia among the ance stors of Abraham .
2 
Abraham taught tho s e  for v1hom he was :responsible - servant s as 
1dell as children (Gen . 1 4 :  1 4 ; 1 8 :  1 9 ;  22 : 7 ) • 'l'he Hosaic lmv requir,3d all 
the peopl e to come together at c ertain s easons to hear the La\,! rsad and 
explained . The prophet s , from Samuel to Eli sha , prompted instruction, 
teaching the p eople God ' s  \vill . Jehoshaphat s ent educational leaders to 
all tho cities of Judah to teach the people the Law of the Lord ( II Chro . 
1 7 : 7- 9 ) . Josiah also made a s imilar effort ( II Kings 23 : 1 -3 ) . The most 
important educati onal event v1as Ezra ' s national Bible school (Nehemiah 
'l'here ivere Bible s choo l s  in connection \'lith the synagogues at 
1
c .  B .  Eavey , Histor;y_ of Christian Education (Chica.go : Noody 
Pre s s ,  1 965 ) ,  p .  2 1 6 .  
2
Ibid . , p .  2 1 7  
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the beginning of the Christ ian e ra .  Es s entially thes e  Bible schoo l s  were 
like the modern Sunday school . 
Their main obj ect was not to stre s s  general e ducation but t o  
inculcate knowledge o f  Scripture . Bible study vias esteemed as highly 
as , if not more highly than , 1mblic �<Torship in i t s  s tricter s ense . 
Thus , an1ong the Jews a synagogue pre suppo s ed a Bible s chool just as 
novl a Prot e stant church implie s  a Sunday school . The method s  of thes e  
scho o l s  \Wre not unlike tho s e  of the Sunday school . i�u estions were 
freely asked and answered .  l'Iemory -vrork had a plac e , but the pupil 
was not left to s·l;udy by hims elf;  the teacher s aw to i t  that he gained 
understanding of vJha t he memoriz e d .  4 
Je sus ' ministry was prllnarily one of t eaching rather than preaching . 
He {;,r-a.ve the great c ommi s sion i>Thich must have included the charge to organ-
i z e  groups for teaching the Bible t o  win men and t o  build them up in the 
faith . r he syst emati c  s tudy of the Scriptures through the pro c e s s  of in-
struction typical of Sunday scho o l  teaching was kept in mind and put into 
1)ractice in the apo stolic chuTch . 5 
To reach out to evangel i z e  new peopl es ,  the Chris tian church re-
cognized the value of the Bible schoo l .  Thus , in the f oUTth c entury, 
Gregory founded Bible schools for the children of A:r.'I:ttenia , through which 
means that land was built up for Chri s tianity . The sixth general counc il 
o f  Constantinople , in 680 , promot e d  the establi shing of schools in all 
c ountry chUTche s ,  on the order of the Sunday scho o l , in \·Ihich the Bible 
vlas the primary subject of teaching and learning. 6 
Every Reformation leader recogni zed the need for stre s sing the 
4 Ibid . , P •  2 1 8 .  5 Ibid . , pp . 2 1 8 , 2 1 9 .  
6I�. , P ·  21 9 .  
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church school idea as the basis for the growth of the church . JITartin 
Luther ( 1483 - 1 546 ) had much more concern for education thru1 any of 
tr1e other Reformers did . ? Three central educational themes advocated 
by Luther, the importance of education , the responsibility of parents 
for the education of their children , and the responsibility of the 
government to educate children , constituted a nevi stance taken by the 
Church on the broad concept of education . His deep concern was that 
people be literate enough to read the Bible for themselves and to under-
s tand 8 sermons . 
"Even the Romru1 Catholic Church adopted the church s chool idea 
as a means of preserving its existenc e . " 9 Carlo Borromeo , Archbishop of 
I"�Iilan , gave himself largely to gathering and teaching children. Cardinal 
Bellarmine , Archbishop of Capua , set an example of teaching by going 
out personally into the parishes and gathering about him the children . 10 
All the Protestru1t churches \vere alive to the need for instruction . 
1:i.'he Heidelberg Catechism set forth as a requirement of the fourth 
commandment 11 that the ministr>J of the gospels and the schools be 
maintained . "  The General Assembly of the Church of Scotland stipu­
lated in 1 560 that the second of t\·W public s ervice s  on every Sabbath 
be given ·to worship and the catechizing of the young and ignorant . 
As early as 1 603 the Church of Fngland required "every parson, vicar, 
or curate ,  upon ever>J Sunday and holiday ,  for half an hour and more , 1t 
to instruct the youth and the unlearned of his parish n in the 'ren 
Conmlandments ,  the Articles of the Belief, and in the Lord ' s  prayern 
7 J. Donald Butler , HeJ.igious Education (New York : Harper & RovJ , 
Publishers � 1 962 ) ,  p .  3 1 . 
8 Ibid . , p . 40. 
10Ib . , �a . 
9 8avey , loc . c it . 
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1 '1 
t:md to 11diligently hear , ins truct , and teach them the Catechi sm . 11 
The early Pro t e stant s et t lers of America met on Saturday after-
noons for catechetical instruction , and on Sunday for doctrinal inst:cuc-
. 1 2  tJ.on . 
In the s evente enth and e ight e enth c enturi e s , the c at e chetical 
method degenerated into a pu,rely mechanical pro c e s s  of dra\•ring from 
pupil s memori zed rot e  ansv1ers t o  que stion s . The greater empha s i s  i<Tas 
plac ed upon proc laiming and preaching than upon the simple t eaching of 
the truth of the Go spel . 
Near the middle of the eighteenth c entury , remarkable revivals 
came through the work of Count Zinzendorf in Germany , of ltle s ley and 
VJhi t efield in England , and of \•Jhitefield and Edwards in America . The s e  
men , especially Count Zinz endorf and \>le sley , recognized i n  sys tematic 
t eaching a method of effecting permanent revival . Wes ley ' s  emphasis 
upon the gathering int o  groups or " class e s tt for personal t raining con­
tained in it s e lf impo rtant e l ements of the Sunday schoo l . 1 3 
JYiore or l e s s  suc c es sful att empt s ,  if individual a.11.d fitful � had 
been made repeatedly t o  e s tab l i sh such an agency of Biblical instruction . 
One of the earlier experiment s \vi th a Sunday s chool \vas that of Joseph 
All e ine ( a  lJu:citan divine , in Bath , fugla..nd ) ,  who gathered tho s e  pupils 
1,1hom he catechi z ed v1e ekly in a day scho o l ,  and s tarted a Sunday schoo L 
1 '1 Ib ' ' --2::.2:. ' fJ .  2 20 . 
1 3 -b . , ..:!:..2:.2:. • • p • 2 2 1  • 
1 2 Ibid . 
Such attempts were made in England, Ireland, Scotland, vlales, and 
America during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries .14 
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The modern Sunday school was founded by Robert Raikes (1735-1811) , 
who circumstantially came to an interest in the Sunday school by way of 
prison reform. He believed that two chief conditions in which the seed 
of crime flourished and gret>T, were ignorance and idleness .  So  the Sunday 
school idea grew in his mind as an effort to supply knowledge to take 
the place of ignorance and constructive engagements in school to take 
the place of idleness .15 
The first Sunday school was conducted in !1rs . Meredith' s  kitchen 
in Sooty Alley, the worst slum of that area, in 1780 .16 Several months 
later, Mr. Raikes transferred the children to the kitchen of Mrs. King, 
with Mrs. Mary Critchley as teacher, on Saint Catherine Street in Glou­
cester.17 The curriculum, comprised of reading, spelling, worship, Bible 
study, and study of catechism, was simply designed to teach the 
children to read and to nurture them in Christian religion.18 The only 
requirements for the children were to come with clean hands ,  clean faces, 
and combed hair.19 
l5Butler, ££• cit .,  P• 60 . 
16clarence H. Benson, Sunda� School SUccess ( Illinois: Evangelical 
Teacher Training Association, 1964 , P• 8 .  
l7Ea . t 224 1
8Butl 1 . t vey, ££• .£2:...• ,  p . • er, -2£• �· 
l9Benson, loc . £!1• 
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Though Hr .  Raike s ' effort s met oppo sition from the churches and 
the ari s t ocracy , they contributed to a .grm·Iing movement vlhich led to a 
] d  ' d  . .  t 20 vlOT .. i.Jl .  e DllnlS ry . 
The b eginning of the Sunday s chool in the United Stat e s  vta s  not 
unlike that of iligland , as \iil liam ii:ll iott opened his kitchen and set 
aside each Sunday evening a s  a t ime for instruct ing his own children, 
the servant s ,  and children of Oak l idge , Virginia, in '1 785 . The second 
Sunda;y s chool based on the B.,'n[.;'lish model vias e st ab l i shecl in Virginia 
b "' . A b . h ;) tl . fl f J h ,. T 1 2 1  y .L' ranc J. s  s ury, wno was muc unuer 1e J.n uence o o n  w e s  ey . 
Thi s  period of experimentation led to establ i shing c ity "union s "  in 
Boston, New York , and Phi ladelphia . 
LYJ. 1 8 1 7  the American Sunday School Union was formed to promote 
l e ss on material s ,  and to s end forth i t s  mis s ionarie s  to estab l i sh ru1.•al 
or branch Sunday scho o l s  throughout pioneer Americ a . The first National 
C onvent i on \vas held in '1 8 3 2 . 'rhe popularity of the Sunday school move-
ment spread and b ecame an int e rnational movement , i·Ji th the .·lorld Sunday 
School Convent i on c onvening in Lonclon in 1 889 . :F'or more than forty 
years the American Sunday S chool Union 111as the c entral agency of prog-
re s s  in Sunday s chool vmrk in America . In the early decad e s  of the 
tvJenti eth c entury , there ·�.;ras a steady dec l ine in the American Sunday 
school movement . But through the ini t ial intere s t  of members o f  the lia-
t i onal A s s oc iat i on of 1\,'vangel ic al s ,  the National Sunday School A s so-
20 1, . i bJ.( • 2 1 JI:avey , £12.· c it . ,  pp . 23 1 , 2 3 2 . 
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ciation organized in 1 94 5 . Thi s  association has played an important 
part in promoting and forming many regional and local associations for 
� d h 1 · t · th u· · · d ·t t 22 0un ay sc oo �mprovemen 1n e n1�e s a e s .  
It s function .  There are many functiona).facets of the Sunday 
school . Arthur 1!'lake23 c lassified the function of the Sunday school 
int o  e ight cat egori e s : ( 1 ) a Bible teaching agency , ( 2 )  an employment 
agency � ( 3 )  a church training agency , ( 4 )  an outreaching agency , ( 5 )  a 
v1orship service agency, ( 6 )  a soul-winning agency, ( 7 )  a chuX'ch finan-
cing agency , ru1d (8 )  a church missionary agency . 
The Sm1day school is  ru1 agency of the church in carrying the ed-
ucational ministry; the main function as the educational agency has 
been sho\m in its historical development . 'rherefore the most important 
function derived from the Word of God (Deut . 3 1 : 1 2- 1 3 ) and the great com­
mission of C!u:is t  (l'1a t t . 28 : 1 9 ,  20 ) i s  t eaching the \,lord of \;od . 211-
T .  Franklin I'.Jiller pointedly states the imperative task of the 
church : 
The church has no option in its t eaching ministry .  The church 
may choose vlho ivill t each , what will be taught t o  whom, and where 
and when ; it does  not choose lvhether or not it will educate .  In 
the very nature of i t s  mis sion , the church i s  called to engage 
22Ibid . 
23Arther Flak� , � True Functions of the Sunday School ( Teru1es­
see:; :  The Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention ,  1 95 1 ) .  
24B " t  7 .  enson , 212. �· , p .  
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in education. 25 
The Sunday school , as an agency of religious education , is  ex-
26 pected to take the place of the family, the school , and the church . 
Its im£ortance . There are at least five reasons wrry the Sunday 
school must now be regarded as the most indispensable institution in 
. 27 Amer�ca .  
First :  The rabbis  were teacr1ers . Christ Himself was a great 
teacher . He commanded to  the disciples to teach. For the pastor, "apt 
to teach" ( I  Tim . 3 :  2 ) was one of the qualifications . 'rhe apostles and 
the early church vrere teaching men and a teaching church . But today in 
28 most Protestant churches ,  the pastor is not a teacher . 
The industrial occupation in America has brought a change in the 
home , which once was the industrial center .  Occupation outside the home 
has robbed from the interest and attraction of the home . The entire 
family interest is gradually being transferred to activities outside 
the home . Along viith this change , the parents have delegated their re-
sponsibilities of the spiritual and religious life of the family to 
2 5'11 • Franklin Niller and others , Basic� fEE. Teachinz � the Church 
(Anderson : Warner Press , Inc . , 1 968 ) , p .  9 .  
26 Clarence H .  Benson, The Sunday School in Action (Chicago : Moody 
Pres s ,  1 955 ) ,  pp . 26 , 27 . 
28_b ' d  1:..2::.._· '  pp . 27 , 28 . 
29 others . 
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'l1he first textbook of the American public school was the Bible , 
and the teacher was a religious instructor. But the Bible has been 
slipped out of public schools after vle have carelessly neglected to 
teach it in oux· own homes . The American school system is in danger of 
becoming a menace ,  for nit is a daring and dangerous thing to train a 
generation mentally, and neglect its moral and spiritual culture !'30 
l,;lith the passing of the teaching pastor, the passing of the 
teaching parent , and the passing of the Bible from the public schools , 
the Sunday school alone is left as the only and limited agency of re-
1 .  . . t t .  31 �g�ous �ns ·ruc �on . 
Second : 1 06 of the first 1 09 colleges  were founded by the church 
in the Colonial days of American history .  Religious training was in-
separable from education . 'roday , religious and moral instruction are 
depending upon less than one hour a vle ek in the Sunday school . Untrain-
ed teachers , ungraded lessons , and irree,rular attendance reduce these 
52 hours a year to  an average of not more than 1 7 hours . The best that 
we can hope for a child to receive in intensive and systematic instruc-
tion during his Sunclay school days , from approximately four to fourteen 
years of age , is 1 70 hours , vlhile he receives 1 2 ,  000 hours in the public 
school under the most favorable conditions for learning . 11Tv1el ve thou-
sand hours to prepare him for this short , uncertain existence !  One 
p .  3 1 .  
3°-b ' d  3 0 � 1  LL· ' PP · 1 )  • 
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hundred and seventy hours to prepare him for eternity ! 1132 
The fact that such a limited time for religious inst��ction is 
dependent upon the Sunday school makes the >vork of the Sunday school of 
great importance .  
Third : The foundation of .America was built upon the Bible . r:J:.lhe 
Bible was the content of the curriculum of the public school , and its 
effect has been declared by goverrunent authorities . '.l'he fact that the 
Bible has been recognized as the greatest book of today rnakes the work 
of the Sunday school of great importance as the institution for Bible 
study . 33 
Fourth : The Sunday school is  the gold mine of the church because 
the church recruits members from it . According to a very conservative 
estimate , 75 per cent of the members of all denominations come from the 
Sunday school ;  85 per cent of the church workers , and 95 per cent of all 
ministers and missionaries at some time were Sunday school scholars . 34 
1.f1hi s  fact that great Sunday schools make great churches has been 
proved . 'Jlhe Sunday school is a br eat missionary agency as well as an 
evangelistic institution . lmd it not only determines the size of the 
35 future church, but to a large extent its character . 
Fifth : Testimonies of statesmen as well as jurists support the 
fact that the Sunday school is  the hope of the nation . Only three out 
32rb� d . , -2 3 3  ... PP • ) , · 
34Ibid . , p .  37 . 
33�. , PP · 33-37 .  
35Ibid. ,  pp . 37-39 
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of more than four thousand b oys who were brought before Justice Louis 
L .  Faucett , of the Supreme Court of the State of New York , were members 
of a Sunday school at the time they c ommitted their crime . r he consensus 
of COlLgres smen, governors , mayor s ,  editors , business and professional 
men, was that 11 the Sunday school i s  one of the most indispensable in­
stitutions in America . rr 36 
Capt . Duncan Ivia:thewson , of the San :Brancisco police , pointed out 
that ninety per cent of the crimes D1 America are co�nitted by young 
people from sixteen to twenty-four Hho do not attend Sunday school . 37 
The fact that out of 1 7 , 453 cases ,  not one young man committed 
his first crime after twenty , and not one young woman after twenty-one 
was disclosed by authentic statistic s . 3 8 r his fact support s the pro-
nouncement of J .  Edgar Hoover of the Federal Bureau of Investig-ation 
that " Crime in America would be practically negligible if young people 
attend Sunday school in their formative years . "39 
The Sumrna.ry . The main characteristics of the Sunday school , as 
an agency of teaching, have had a long history with man ... 1dnd .  But the 
modern type of Sunday school was founded by a la;yrnan , Hr . Hobert l1aikes ,  
who came t o  an. intere st in the Sunday school by \'lay of prison reforru .  
And the model idea of the Sunday school has stimulated the modern 
36Il . d -E.:!:,_. ' 
38Ib ' d  �. , 
p .  4 1 . 
P ·  43 
37 Ibid . , p .  42 
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movements of all Sunday schools throughout the world. 
Teaching the \>lord of God, in which immense and vital power lie, 
is the main function of the Sunday school, which function and purpose 
are derived from the Word of God and from Christ's great commandment. 
The Sunday school is the most indispensable institution as we 
considered the (1) limited fields of religious instruction, (2 )  lim-
ited time for religious instruction, (3) institution for Bible study, 
(4) recruiting ground of the church, and (5) hope of the nation. 
II. THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHING 
�fuat is teaching? Teaching is a communication of experience in 
a sense of helping another to reproduce the same experience and thus 
to make it common to the two.4
0 
Fisher has developed a simple but comprehensive statement 
defining teaching: 
1. It is a testimony of what the teacher has already learned. 
2. It is the presentation of a new idea, guiding the student 
toward knowing something he has never known before. 
3. It is making a new truth clear by relating it to a known 
truth. 
4 .  It is stimulating a pupil to think in the light of his 
own needs . 
5. It is leading a pupil to know Scripture through personal 
application rather than by memorization alone. 
6.  It i s  providing for the pupil experience in which he finds 
success and satisfaction. 
7. It is helping the pupil to make the right choice without 
4°John Milton Gregory, The Seven � of Teaching (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 1963), pp. 2 , 3 .  
a .  
the presence of the teacher. 
It is working with the Holy Spirit to make fruitful that 
which the teacher plants.4l 
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The original meaning of the word "teach11 in the Anglo-Saxon word, 
taecean, was "to show how to do. n42 Defined in a brief sentence, "To 
teach is to help to learn, "43 or "To teach is to cause to learn."44 
It would seem, then, that the preceding statements indicate that 
teaching means learning. There can be no teaching by a teacher unless 
at the same time there is learning by a learner. 45 From this it follows 
that teaching and learning are inseparable factors in a teaching situ-
ation. The dual responsibility of teacher and learner is necessary in 
the teaching and learning process. 
Gregory states that if any complete act of teaching is to take 
place, it contains seven distinct elements or factors: 
1. Two personal factors - a teacher and a learner. 
2. Two mental factors - a common language or medium of 
communication. 
;. Three functional acts or processes - that of the teacher, 
that of the learner, and a final or finishing process to 
test and fix the result.46 
He describes each item, as in the following: 
1. A teacher must be one who KNOWS the lesson or truth or art 
to betaught. 
2. A learner is one who ATTENDS with interest to the lesson. 
;. The language used as MEDIUM between teacher and learner must 
be COMMON to both. 
41H. A. Fisher, Method � Teaching (Butler: The Higley Press), p. 6 • 
. 42c. B. Eavey, Principles � Teaching !2£ Christian Teachers (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1940), p. 16. 
43Ibid. 44Ibid., p. 70. 45Ibid. 4
6Gregory, .2.P.• cit . , p. 3. 
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4 . 1ne lesson to be mastered must be explicable in the terms of 
truth already knovm by the learner - the UNIGJO�;)}l must be ex­
plained by means of the KUO\'JN . 
5 . Teaching is  AROUSING and USlliG the ;eupil ' � � to grasp the 
desired thought or to master the desired art . 
6 .  Learnip.g is TI TiifKING into one ' s  ovm tn'fDERSTANI)TiifG a ne>v idea 
or to master the desired art . 
7 . The � and ;eroof of teaching done - the finishing ru1d fas­
tening process - must be a R3\TIE!\�Jnm , RE'rHINIGNG, REKNO\HNG , 
RE'PRO:OUCili!G , and APPLYnrG of the material that has been taught , 
the knowledge and ideals and arts that have been communicated . 47 
�rhese seven elements "underlie and govern all successful teach­
ing . rr48 Therefore , to understand "teachingn it seems necessary to know 
these  inclusive factors ; teacher, learner, contents ,  methods , and evalu-
ation . 
Teacher. In a broad sense ,  a Christian t eacher is , 
one who , having experienced a personal relationship \1ith God 
through faith in the atoning merits of Christ the Savior , brings 
to others things nevi and old in such a way that they ca..nnot gain­
say the fact that he is speaking the things that he has seen and 
hea:rd . 49 
·-o 
'l'he teacher i s  an assistant . )  11The work of a teacher at best 
is  much like that of a gardener .  n5 1  No amount o f  >·JOrk that the garden-
er can do \<Jill make a seed gro\·l, because God only can make a seed grow . 
47Ibid . , pp . 5 , 6 .  
48 l.!?l2:· ' p .  7 ·  
5°v!ayne H. .  Rood, The Art o f  'l1eachip.g Christianity (Hev! York : 
Abingdon I�ess , 1 968 ) ,  p .  5 1 . 
5 1 Eavey, !:?l].· cit . , p .  9 .  citing R . S . Smith , New Trails for the 
Christian r eache�(Philadelphia : 'l'he "vJestminster Press , 1 934) , p .  236 . 
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r herefore v1hat the teacher can do is to serve as an instrument by use of 
which God may accomplish \-'That He alone can do . 52 
Hence ,  the initial task of the Christian teacher is to  open the 
way for the Spirit of God to d.o the teaching, for it is the Spirit viho 
instructs , guide s ,  and leads . 53 In this sense ,  the ht.una.n teacher vJOrks 
ivi th the divine teacher . 'vJhen we recognize the relationship bet1•1een God 
and man in teaching, there are three indispensables : 
1 . 11o bring about such a consciousness  within the learner of his 
personal need of Jesus Christ as Savior as wi1l ,  through the 
PO\•/er of the Holy Spirit , cause him to take a definite step 
in conversion . 
2 . To lead the learner into a life of confession of Christ , pro­
viding the conditions under v<hich he may grow "into a perfect 
man, unto the measu:ee of the stature of the fulness of Christ rt 
(Ephesians 4 : 1 3 ) .  
3 . To lead him to consecration of his life to God for service . 54 
From this , it follovJS trmt a teacher, if he is one element for 
the learner, 55 is one from whom , through t>�hom, or vlith whom pupils learn . 56 
Als o ,  the teacher is an agent -v;ho changes selected portions of the total 
environment into an effective environment in the teaching-learning proc-
ess . The child begins life in a general environment made up of a multi-
tude of obj ects and events \vhich are Hi thout meaning to him. :But as a 
consequence of experiences  that he has \vith some of the obj ects and 
events about him, part of his general environment becomes effective in 
52Th . d .:!:..2:_. , p . 1 0  • 53Hiller, £1?.· cit . ,  p .  1 5 . 
54Eavey , ££· cit . ,  p .  1 1 ·  55R d · · �  51 L 00 ' £E. o �• ' p • 0 
56Eavey , £1?.· cit . ,  J;; . 70 . 
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its bearing upon his life . Every experience with any meaning at all 
constitutes a learning experience . In a family, the adults come between 
the child and his general environment , and they can guide the child into 
the way they want him to grow by guided contacts occurring in connection 
with everyday living in the family . Guided contacts make for more and 
better learning and growth than chance contact s  with obj ects and 
events do . 57 
The teacher' s  task of extending the control of the general envir-
onment further tl� the family can, becomes more difficult than the task 
of a parent in a simple society, because modern life gives the child a 
most complex environment . 58 
There are two general functions of teachers : (1) to bring the 
pupil into situations where he has meaningful experiences , ( 2 )  to guide 
and promote learning. 59 Thus, the first duty of the teacher is to  
select those objects and events in the total environment to which the 
pupil should react , because learning is the direct outcome of the 
reaction of a learner to his effective environment . 60 To carry out the 
teacher' s  function properly, he needs inevitably to recognize a funda-
mental fact,  that 
the life of an individual is made up of experiences .  Each exper­
ience is a link in a chain that i s  being forged continually from 
the day of birth, or before, until the day of death, or so long as 
57Eavey, The £E1 of Effective Teaching, P •  44. 
59 Ibid. 60Ibid. 
the person is in normal possession of his powers. The child 
begins life in a complex world, supplied with few and simple 
abilities but with a great number of potentialities . When born, 
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he has a brain but no mind. The mind is developed and potentiali­
ties become actualities through experience . Every experience an 
individual has develops him in some way. Teachin� must begin where 
learning and development begin - with the experience of the 
learner.61 
- - - -
Dr. Little states a similar strain of thought when he says , 
"Christian education must begin with people as they are and must deal 
with their problems and concerns in the world of today. 1162 
The preceding views indicate the necessity of taking account of 
the student ' s  factor in the teaching process . 
The teachi�learning process . The teaching-learning process 
"normally involves a teacher and a student , and the quality of the 
resulting educative experience is determined by the character of the 
relationship between these two . "63 
Philip H. Phenix discusses seven concepts of teaching. 
First, teaching as the making of persons : the teacher is re-
garded as an authority and is given command over the student . On the 
other hand,  the student is expected to be respectful , submissive , and 
willingly obedient . The development of human qualities - of language , 
61Ibid . , p .  6 2 .  
621awrence c .  Little,  Foundations for � Philosophy of Christian 
Education (New York: Abingdon Press,  1962"'}," p.  200 . 
63Philip H. Phenix, Philosophy of Education (New York : Henry Holt 
and Company, 1958) ,  p .  40 .  
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thought , and manual ability - al so depends ent irely upon human provi-
sion . V.rJ:1at the child i s  to become is a consequenc e  of the native endo\v-
ment acted upon by environmental influenc e s . Therefore , the t eacher . 
int ent i onally and profess ionally undertruces the task of fashioning the 
young . But the t eacher cannot pre sume to be an authority , to exerc i s e  
power over o ther lives as God doe s , sinc e he knows so w e l l  h i s  01�1 fin­
itude ru1d shortcomings . 6 4 
On the other hand , a human b eli1g i s  not a chunk of marbl e  or 
clay \vait ing to b e  chiseled or pre ssed into shap e , but i s  a living , 
movlilg , originating being . 1'he relati onship b etween the t eacher l'1lld 
s tudent should, therefore , b e  that of person to person and not of per-
s on to thing , because the appropTiate t eaching attitude i s  based upon 
a recognition of e s s ential kinship b etween teacher and student . The 
que st ion, " I s  anyone wise enough and good enough that his vlil l  should 
c ompletely determine the life of another person? 11 points to the other 
c onc ept s . 6 5 
Second , teaching as verbal transmis sion of knotvledge : the proc-
e s s  of e ducation is regarded as the transmis sion of knowledge from the 
t eacher t o  the student . The spoken or written word i s  the method of 
transmis s ion . �rhe func tion of the teacher is t o  c onununica te to the stu-
dent his accumulated knotvledge of fac t s  by such techniques as repeti-
t .  d • t  t .  6 6  lon an reel a 1011 . 
641.b . " �- , pp . 4 1  , 42 .  65r·bl. d . , 4 �  p .  j .  
' 6 0 Ibid . 
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The view of teaching as verbal transmission is based on an assump-
tion that the mind is like a series of tablets upon "�tJhich messages are 
written, as it were in the record room of memory , available for recall 
67 when needed .  
But the fact must be pointed out against this view that persons 
are alive and active , and tP�t the learning process is a result of inter-
actions in which the initiative and predispositions of the learner play 
an essential part . Knowledge is a component of the living person, an as-
pect of his nature and rnarmer of behaving. Therefore , "\vhat the student 
learns is never a simple transcription of vrhat the teacher says , but is  
ah1ays that assertion as  understood from the standpoint of  an existing 
1 f . 1 . d 1- .  1168 comp ex o prev�ous y acqu�re conce)Yv�ons . 
Knmv-lege is more than the sum of factual propositions because 
there are kinds of knowledge \vhich cannot be expressed in word . 69 
Third, teaching as demonstration : this vieiv regards teaching as 
demonstration and learning as imitation . Teaching through demonstration 
is also based on the asSUPllJtion that the teacher is an authority and a 
70 model . Therefore , the student ' s  objective is to become like the teacher . 
It is  true that a demonstration of right procedures does short-
cut the learning process . But direct and complete imitation is impossi-
ble , since one cannot enter into the actual subjective expe:r·ience of 
another person . 7 1 'rhis viEnv-, now stated, to some extent takes account 
67 Ibid . , P · 
70ibid . ,  P · 
44 . 
46 . 
68Ib.; d . , . ' 45  .1. PP • 441· ' • • 
7 1 Ib . " �Q . 
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of the student ' s  activity. 
Fourth, teaching as arranging the learning situation : this view 
takes account of the learner' s  factor in holding that the student 
learns only what he himself determines to learn, and the teacher' s  
role is to arrange situations in which the learner can proceed with his 
self-teaching advantageously. This approach tends to favor freedom and 
variety. Facilities provided by the teacher do not themselves insure 
good education, but they do constitute an invitation to learning. Physi­
cal and cultural setting, therefore , are very important to the student . 
The entire curriculum in this view may be regarded as nothing but an 
organized sequence of learning situations so as to be of maximum bene­
fit to the learner.72 
Fifth, appraisal : this is a second indirect method of teaching. 
Appraisal is not merely an adjunct to the teaching process ,  but it is 
a form of teaching. Testing is a powerful teaching device to serve 
both as a stimulus for the learner and as a means of social allocation, 
but there is also danger of a de-personalizing effect. When the student 
strives to fit the pattern defined by the dominant value system of soci­
ety rather than his own real preferences,  he fails to become an independ­
ent and responsible person, remaining merely a unit in the social 
organism.73 
Teaching by appraisal stimulates a competitive spirit , which is 
72Ibid . , pp. 47-49. 
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a valuabl e  form of motivation for the student to strive for excellence 
h .  h h ld t . t h .  7 4 w 1c. e wou no · asp1re o on . 1 s own . 
The nature , source ,  and justification for values remain a problem 
in all education . 75 
Sixth, teaching as partic ipation : thi s method of teaching i s  
bas e d  o n  a recognition o f  the social nature of man and of e ducat ion . It 
is regarded that what a human b e ing become s is a cons e quence of the 
kinds of encounters he has had vli th other persons . �:herefore it vwuld 
s e em that the t eacher , as a companion , friend, and fellow l earner or 
co--vwrker , ca.t"'1. .mal<.e a difference in the lives of his s tudents as he 
relate s  personally to the student . It requires a t eacher of unusual 
ability . 13ut t eachers , l ike everyone els e ,  have limitations . One thing 
that may be pointed out is that despit e  the t eacher ' s  limitat ions every 
t eacher does have the opportunity to direct the growth of the learner 
by person-to person relat ionships in whi ch he has skill . 76 
Seventh , t eaching as mediation : thi s view s tart s from the convic-
t ion that the definit e  c ont ent of education is constituted of truths to 
be understood and of values to be acknOI<�ledge d ,  and the content is not 
merely the re sult of pers onal wish or s t riving . 'J!he s e  truths and values 
have the power of forming human beings . 1�1erefore the funct ion of the 
teacher i s  to effect this personal actualizing of ideal po ssibility . 77 
74Ibi d . , p .  52 . 
7 6 Ib id . , pp . 53-54 · 
?5Ibid . 
7 7Ibid . , p .  55 . 
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The aim of teaching as mediation is to bring three e l ement s ,  the 
student , the t eacher , and the c ontent , into simultaneous f o cus . Four 
c omponent s of the mediation in t eaching are : ( 1 ) imagination ,  by which 
the teacher vivifies the sub j e c t  to be taught � ( 2 ) inspiration , by o.vhich 
truth may be grasped as � truth , and values as vvorthful for �' ( 3 )  
love , of truths and student in and for the t:ruth , and (4 ) an aspect o f  
vmrship ,  for the t ruth �·Ihich i s  not o f  the t eache r ' s ovm making, but i s  
entl"'Usted t o  him t o  care for i t  and help others t o  part icipate in i t . 7S 
JSy ivay of summary , all o f  the c oncepts of teaching which have 
b e en discus sed can b e  characterized by the interplay of three elements ,  
the s tudent , the t eacher ,  and the c ontent to b e  l earned .  T eaching as 
mediation brings three e lements into simultaneous focus . 
Each o f  the c onc epts of the t eache r ' s  role thus far discus sed 
may c onstitute a t eaching situation in one way or another in the Sunday 
s chool . Findl ey B .  Edge pres ents h.ro approache s t o  the problem of t each-
ing : one i s  the more tradit i onal , trro1smi ssive c oncept of t eaching and 
the other i s  the newer insight of educational psychology . 7 9  
The tradit ional c onc ept o f  t eaching holds the as sumption that one 
vlil l  develop Christian charact e r  if he knovls \•That the Bib l e  t eaches . It 
holds that the t eacher ' s  task i s  t e lling the student what he has learned , 
and the student i s  suppos e d  to keep quit e  ro1d listen . It maintains that 
78rb · 0 55  5 ,.. �. ,  PP • - b . 
7 9Findley B .  Edge , 'reaching for Hesul t s ( 'renne s se e : Broadman l1ress , 
"1 956 ) '  p .  29 . 
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the teacher ' s  j ob is filling the emptiness  of the pupil ;  therefore he 
is to teach the lesson that is presented in the �uarterly. Interest is 
viewed to be secured by rewards or, in some cases , prizes .  And the 
physical arrangement is likely to be that of the teacher standing at 
the front of the class to do the talking and the students sitting in 
rows facing the teacher.80 
The other concept holds that Christian character is developed by 
leading the individual to make choices and to engage in Christian 
experiences ; therefore the teacher ' s  task is guiding. Thepupil is con-
sidered as being a person having value in his experience and his know-
ledge . Interest is inherent in the learning activity itself . \1hen pupils 
realize that they are getting help for present problems they immediately 
become interested . "The lesson" is the aim or objective for a given 
class period; therefore the purpose of the teacher is to accomplish his 
aim, and the lesson has not been taught until the aim or objective has 
been accomplished in the lives of the students .  The seating arrangement 
is  more likely to be in a circle , which helps to get away from the atti-
tude of the teacher-dominated class and contributes to developing 
democracy in the teaching situation.8
1 
LearniU« theories. Christian teachers, also, need increasingly to 
discover how people learn in order that the teacher might cooperate more 
intelligently with God for greater results in teaching.82 
80Ib . d  --2:._. , pp . 29-32. 
82Ibid. , P• 21. 
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Thorpe and Schmuller suggest five firm principles of learning . 
Learning is  generally faciliated and t ends to be  most permanent 
\vhen : 
1 .  'l1he learr1er is motivated - vThen he has some stake in the ac­
tivity . 
2 .  The learning is  geared to  the learner ' s  level - when it is com­
patible \'lith the learner ' s  physical and intellectual ability . 
3 . '.J:lhe learning is  patterned - v;hen the learner can see meaningful 
relationships between the activity and the goal . 
4 .  The learning is evaluated - 1-rhen the learn<�r has some i'lay of 
knoviing what progress  he is making. 
5 . The learning is  integrated with personal-social development -
lvhen the learner experiences satisfactory growth and adjust­
ment . 83 
As to the first principle , Jaarsma presents a similar description 
of learning . 
The drive or impetus involved in the indigenous motivation of 
self-fulfillment gives rise to a feeling of imbalance called need . 
Needs are tensions arising in this feeling of imbalance .  I;'el t needs 
set the organism into action . Hunger,  or felt need for food , is an 
illustration. 
The activity in a person ' s  development called learning is  the 
result of felt needs , as is all other activity involved in devel­
opment . 
\{e do not have to  make a yom1gster \•lant to learn, nor can we . 
He is  an indefatigable learner . \mat; vle can do is  interpret rightly 
primary needs , and understand what secondary needs can be activated 
in a child on a given level so that he -vrill seek to learn vthat he 
ought to learn . 84 
Since the learning is based on need, the teacher must ''know the 
members of his class so well and s o  intimately that he -vlill be able to 
approach the lesson in such a vray that it will meet the needs and solve 
the problems -v1hich the members are facing. n
85 To meet the needs of the 
members of his clas s , J�dge stresses  that : 
B3Henry :Ehlers and Gordon C .  Lee ( ed . ) , Crucial Issues _in �-
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In preparing the l e s son , the t eacher should i dentify specifically 
the needs of the c la s s  members vJhich may b e  met by that particular 
l e s s on .  The materials should then be arranged and the les son taught 
in such a \vay that tho s e  needs v.;ill b e  met . 86 
As to the second principle ,  Edge also agree s  that learning must 
start where the pupil i s . 87 Fttrther, he stat e s : 
The t eacher must know the members of his c lass intimately enough 
to know their level of unders tanding and their pre s ent attitudes in 
the area being studied and he mus t  t each them in light of and in 
terms of their pres ent understanding and development . 8 8  
The third principle according t o  Edge i s  that learning i s  based 
on intere s t : 
Since the learning i s  based upon intere s t , the teacher , in pre­
paring his l e sson ,  must make careful plans for arousing the curio­
sity ami s timulating the intere st of the class at the beginning of 
the l e s son , realizing that there is little need for him to continue 
vli th i t  until such interes t  has been s ecured . 89 
Fourth , l earning takes plac e through g·uided ,  purpo s eful ac tivity . 
Edge stat e s : 
The teacher, in preparing the l e s son , must plan to stimulate 
purpo seful activity on the part of the c las s memb ers . This activ­
ity may be mental , emotional , or physical . It may take plac e both 
in and out side the class s e s s ion . '//e l earn best through experience ;  
therefore , vJhenever pos s ible , l ead the c lass in desirable Christian 
experienc e s . 90 
t ion (Ne'tr York : Holt , Rinehart and \-linston ,  1 964 ) ,  p .  3 3 5 . 
84 J .  Edv.rard Hake s ( ed . ) , An Introduction t o  Evangelical Christian 
Jj;ducation ( Chicago : Noody Pre s s , 1 966 ) , p .  8 1 .  
8 5Ti'" o·e J...:JV..b ' .££.· c it . ,  P ·  45 · 8
6 Ibid . , ll · 46 • 
B7 Tb . d  .:=...1:....· '  p . 4 2 . 88 Ibid . ,  p . 43 . 
8 9Ibid . , p . 45 . 90Jbid . '  p .  4 9 . 
l<'ifth, i'le learn through identification . r herefore , ' 1the Christi(l,n 
teacher should seek to embody the ideals of Christ in such an attractive 
and vTinsome ivay that his life will both be worthy of and inspire imita­
tion . u9 1 
LeBar defines learning as an inner, active , continuous , and dis-
ciplined process . 
Ii'irst , on the assuraption that "our vlhole being is  consciously 
and unconsciously searching for the means of meeting these needs t1 , 92 
it is viewed that real and permanent chang-es ,  a.n ouh�Tard manifestation 
of true learning, cannot take place unless something has first happened 
inside , -that being felt needs 11 • 93 One good illustration is Christ ' s  con-
tact with the Samaritan 1voman . "He might never have had a hearing -vJith 
her if He had started  >fi th living water and true Horship . u94 
Second, in traditional education the teachers are the students , 
and the learners , the E,articipants in the educative process . As a re-
sult , pupils get only a tasteless and dull product . LeBar stresses that 
the pupil ought to gGt into the activity for profitable learning . 95 
'rhird, learning is  vievmd as a continuous process on the basis 
that everyone is continually learning l·li thout the direct intention of 
anyone to teach him, and the learning is the next step for his ovm 
9 '1 Ib ' ,  � . , p . 50 . 
92Lois B .  Le:Bar, Education 'rhat is  Christian (New Jersey : 
Fleming H .  Revell Company, 1 958) , p:-:i 1.j.5 . 
93Ib .  , �. , p .  1 44 .  
('4 ';} -�. ' _p .  1 46 .  
stage of development . r iming i s  important in this vievl b ecaus e : 
i1. t each stage of growth the child i s  ripe for c ertain kinds of 
truth , princi pl e s  th.at he can c omprehend and act upon . Ji.t that 
time he s e e s  the need for them , they make s ense t o  him , he can 
weave them into his life . To try to t each them earli er is t o  t;�aste 
our t ime and discourage our pupils . 96 
l"ou:r·th ,  it i s  regarded that inner c ontrol on the part of all 
b elievers dire c t s  the ir act ivities . Christian t eaching i s , therefore , 
deve loping this inner c ontro l , disciplined through re sponse to divine 
love . 97 
A Chri stian vie\1 of learning may be sumr.o.ed up in this statement : 
Learning is 11 the s elf-act ive proc e s s  of a person exploring reality 
percept ively for meaning, and c oming t o  grip s  -vdth truth that forms 
him as a son of God t o  mature s e lf-fulfilment . " 9 B  
Learning thus underst o o d  wil l  give t eachers a perspect ive of 
their task . In the proc e s s  of s elf-fulfilment in the direction of rna-
turity in Christ , the t eacher ' s  task -vlil l  b e  that of guiding , direct-
ing, and mediating in such a way that the authority of the Hord of God 
and the c ontrol of the Holy Spirit may meet the need of the learner. 
F�om c onsideration of teachil1g as guiding and st imulating the 
l e alne r  and creating an environment in v1hich learning will take place 
mo st ade quat e ly and effectively , it must be true that " all l earning 
c omes through s elf-activity . n 9 9  The child i s  understood as a personality 
96 IbJ.' d . , 1 ' 3  p .  {) . 98Hake s , on . c it . , n .  76 . .......... -- -" 
9 9Eavey , Princi-ples of teachin�� for Chris tian r.reacher, p .  1 59 .  
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Hith a charact er which , under proper nurture , grmvs and develops from 
-vlithin . The task of the Christian t e acher i s , therefore , " the task of 
promot ing grov1th in spiritual charac ter by guiding the pupil according 
to di scoverabl e  l aws of grmvth as he part ic ipat e s  in the life of the 
1 00 Christian group . 1 1  'l1he first s t ep t mvard the attainment of this ul-
timate aim is regenerati on by the Spirit of God of the souJ. of man , 
because man i s  a sinner . 1 0 1  Charact e r  building has b e en recognized as 
the re sponsib ility of the s chool in secular education . 1 02 Learning , 
therefore , i s  vievJed to involve change s in the behavior of pupils as 
a re sult of the ir l earning experienc e s ,  and. not as "mere acquisition 
of knmvleclge primarily through memory , but rather acqui sition of knowl­
edge from experiencing, understandinc , thinking , and acting upon it . u 1 03 
In Christian teaching, the true experienc e of l earning as " s e lf-ac-
ti vi ty11 begins vlhen the meaning of sin i s  brought into the pre sent 
. � t d ' l  1 04 exper1ence or every unregenera e pup1 , 
'rherefore , the basic task of Chris tian teaching is , " t o  guide 
pupils to such insight and discriminat ion as will make them abl e  and 
vlilling to recogni z e  sin when it exists and to accept Jesus Christ as 
Savio r . 11 1 05 It i s ,  als o ,  the lJrimal.jl" obj ective in Christian education . 1 06 
1 0 1 Ib ' d __ l_. ' p .  1 67 .  
1 03 Jm1.et A .  Kelley , Gui� and Curricuh:un ( EnglevJOo d  Cliffs : 
:I?renti ce-Hall , Inc . , 1 95 6 ) , p
. 27 .  
1 04 .  Eavey , 2..£· . ci t . ,  p . 1 70 • 
1 0 5 r  . d  �. , p . 1 6 9 .  
1 06Hak '· e s ,  Sl2.. c it . ,  p .  5 9 . 
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\,ii th the prec e ding vie1:1 , butler ' s  emphas is 1 07 on dec i s ion in 
learning mus t  be appropriate . "'rhere i s  not even a s ecular theory of 
learning, having any scholarly worth , " But ler state s ,  11that doe s  not 
include the element of dec i s ion at its heart . '' 1 08 'l'hrough this dec i sion 
of the chil d  or youth by himself , according to him , the e s s ence of 
t eaching , Hith the Bible and Chris tian doctrine as the intellectual me-
dia of c ommunication, become s c ontemporaneous revelation - "revelation 
in \vhich the living 1tford s peaks to the learner and to vihich the l earn-
er i s  therefore in a posit ion to re spond , decide for ,  be lieve in , and 
live in c orr.JTJli tment to . "  
1 0 9 
In this s ens e ,  the teacher must b e  the l earner ' s  guide as the 
l earner fac e s  alternative s from which he must make a decision ,  in such 
a 'tJay that 11the subj ect ' s  povmrs of insight and the revelation of God 
1 1 0 may meet - by the :;Tace of God . " 
The sun:t111ar;y . From the forego ing discus s ions the follcvling points 
may be summarize d . Firs t ,  that t eaching is c ommunicat ing , s timulating, 
l eading , helping , fac ilitating , and directing the l earner . 
Second ,  the teache r ,  if he i s  one e l ement for the l earner , is one 
from vJhom , through vihom, or ��i th \vhom pupils learn . 
Third , learning take s place when the l earners have fel t-needs , 
1 0 7 J . Donald But l e r ,  Religious Education (Neh' York : Harper & Rovl , 
Publ i shers , 1 96 2 ) , p .  237 .  
1 0 8 1.b . , . �a. . 
1 1 0 1b . . , �a . 
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int erest and motivation, and pupils learn throu.ocrh identification, activ-
ity, inner change , and a s elf-active process . 
Fourth, therefore , the teacher ' s  task is directing, guiding, help-
ing, mediating, facilitating . 
III . r HE smmAY SCHOOL CUiffiiCUUJN 
Next to the teacher and learner in a teaching situation, the impor-
tant factor i s  the curriculum . It i s  the purpose  of this section to for-
mulate a basic understanding of the Sunday school curriculum . 
1l"'he concept of curriculum . Rightly understood, the vrord curriculum , 
in its derivation, means 11race track . 11 1 1 1  In the broadest s ense of the 
term , "all life is the curriculum . n 'l 1 2 From this sens e , curriculum is con-
sti tuted of "all of those  influence s  and media of communication by \v'hich 
the less mature are nurtured in the culture of the conununity of \·lhich 
1 1 3 they are a part . "  
Narrowing the focus to Church education, it refers to courses of 
study and, even more specifically , to study literature . 1 1 4 AccordiP..g to 
Dr . vlilliam C .  B0\·1er, v1ho has developed the vievl of curriculum \vi thin 
Christian education since ·1 925 ,  the curriculUJn is 11part of the pupil ' s  
1 1 1 Halph D .  Heim, Leadi � ! Sunday Church School (Philadelphia : 
The Euhlenberg Press , 1 950 , 
1 1 2Paul H.  Vieth , The Church ru1d Christian Education ( St .  Louis :  
�.'he Bethany Press , 1 95 1 ) ,  p .  1 34 . 
1 1 4Ib ' " ____2:.£. ' p .  264 . 
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stream of experi ence which i s  brought under consideration in the school 
"1 1 r for enrichment o.f meaning and increase of control . n  J 
In terms of Activities and Experience ,  the curriculum of Christ-
ian e ducation includes :  
all thos e  activities and experiences vlhich are initiated or uti­
lized by the church for the achievement of the aims of Christian 
e ducation . Thes e  aciii vi ties and experiences vlill include things 
done for the pupils , activities which the pupils themselves are led 
into doing, environmental condit ions which influence thought and 
attitudes ,  persons vdth whom the pupils come in contact , fellovJShip 
groups in \vhich they are immersed, books and other source material s ,  
and their life situations and problems outs ide the church which are 
used as i llustrations of Christian living and the s etting for Christ­
ian conduct . 1 1 6  
lillother c oncept of curriculum limits the t erm to the prepared 
mate rials for use in the church ' s  program of Christian education . It in-
eludes printed materials ,  picture s , bymns and music , slides and motion 
picture s . 
Vii th the c ontext suggested by the se concepts ,  the follovling brief 
history of the Sunday s chool curriculum may illumil1ate the developmental 
aspect of pres ent curriculurn literature . 
Curriculurn deve10J!Elent . :B"rom 1 7 90 to 1 81 5 the catechism i>Tas the 
curriculum of the American Sunday schooL The cat echism imported. from 
Europe had. a double purpos e ,  to ground. children in the e s s ential s of 
Christian doctrine , and. t o  impart biblical lmow1ed.ge . However , the cate-
1 1 5H · . . +  1 '7 2  -1e:un ,  £E.· �· , p .  . 
1 1  6\T • �h • t •j 3 5 v le v  1 ££• �· ' p .  . 
chism vJas not framed and worded for children ' s  level . 
1 1 7  
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Follmving 1 8 1 5 ,  the Bible became popular and moved nearer to the 
center of the curriculum . The memorizing of the Bible was the method of 
1 . . th h 1 f th t . d 1 1 8 earn1ng 1n e sc oo o · a per1o • 
During the period 1 840 to 1 872 , the memorizing of unrelated verses 
vtas changed into the study of a verse a day method . In 1 824 the Uev York 
Sunday School Union began to produce "selected lessons . "  The American 
Sunday School Union published the "Union Q,uestions . 1 1  During this time , 
the denominations awoke to their responsibility in furthering and pro-
viding for the Sunday school . In 1 872 the International Uniform lessons 
were launched ,  and v1ere widely adopted . But as eax·ly as '1 878 there viere 
objections to the lessons for the follm..ring reasons : ( 1 )  they 1:1ere frag-
mentary ,  ( 2 )  civic reform and missions were not taught , ( 3 )  denominational 
doctrines could not be taught , and (4 ) the church year was not observea . 1 1 9 
The persistent criticism of the Uniform system , along \vith the 
large nlunber of rival publishers , led to the Improved Uniform lessons . 
However , they still could not meet the two outstanding criticisms : failure 
to adapt the lesson to  the child,  and failure to use the entire content of 
th TI " bl � 1 t • 1 1 20 e D1 e r or e sson ma er1a • 
In 1 907 , the first graded lesson conference was held . 'fhe graded 
1 1 7Benson, 'rhe Sunday School in Action , p .  1 38 .  
1 1 8Ib . , �. , p .  1 40 .  
1 1 9Ibid . , p .  1 42 .  
1 20Ib; d .  . 1 � 5 -'- ' p • Lt. • 
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have been moving to regain a balance of authoritative Scripture 1•li th the 
complete Christian life . 1 24 
From the preceding sketch of the trend of the formation of cur-
riculum, it is  made clear that content and experience have not been bal-
anced in the curriculum structure . From the point of focus there are 
three types of curriculwn . 
The first is  "Content-Centered Curriculumrr . The general c oncern 
in this curriculum corresponds directly to the learning theory that 
transmission is primary . Different kinds of content may be  included in 
content-centered materials .  In traditional Christian education the Bible 
\vas the content of the v1hole curriculum . It \•las based on the assumption 
that the :Bible is something to be lcno\-m . Pupils \vere expected to absorb 
. 1 25 it mentally , to memorize it , and the.n automatically to  apply J. t .  
The second is 11Experi ence-Centered Curriculum" . This cu:rriculum 
is c entered in e�cperiences  of life . 'rhis system assert s  that no curricu-
lum that is  centered in content can b e  dynamic . Its conviction is  that 
only as pupils search and find the c ontent that has a b earing on cur­
rent life will it enrich and change life . n 1 26 
The third is '"rhe Unit of Study11 • One of the attempts of this 
unit is  to get a\·Tay from the artificiality and mechanical character of 
1 27 v.re ekly lessons . 
1 241" ' 1 ....!?.±.£. ' p .  90 . 
1 26 LeBar, .2.£· cit . , p .  205 . 
1 25 Butler, .9.£· cit . ,  p .  270 
1 27 �'"tl J:Ju er , .2.£· cit . , p .  272 • 
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Types of Sunday school curriculwn materials , There are four main 
curriculum materials available to the Sunday school : (1 ) the uniform 
lessons , (2 ) the departmental lessons , ( 3 )  the unified lessons , and (4) 
the closely graded plan. The primary advantages and the major weaknesses 
of each material are shown in the attached chart on the next page . 
Along with these main lessons , there are more materials ,  such 
as elective courses ,  vacation school texts,  youth fellowship or society 
topics ,  and some other materials which are being produced by various 
agencies.  
Evaluating Sunday school materials .  The Sunday school materials 
may be evaluated with the following tests : 
Evaluating theology 
1 .  Are the lessons Bible based? 
2 .  Is a true view o f  the Bible maintained? 
3 .  Are extrabiblical materials used correctly? 
4 .  Are essential doctrines emphasized? 
5 .  Does a sense of love for the Lord Jesus permeate 
Evaluating pedagogy 
1 .  Do lesson plans fit the age level? 
2 .  Do all activities teach? 
3.  Does the handwork teach? 
4 .  How are pupils ' books used? 
5 .  vJhat methods are suggested? 
6 .  Do the materials promote direct Bible study?129 
128 the lessons? 
128r..awrence 0 .  Richards ( ed. ) , The ·Key · to Sunday School Achieve­
ment (Chicago : Moody Press , 1965 ) , p.  31.  
129Ibid. 
Point of comparison 
I. Distinctive 
2. Dt>partments provided 
for 
Fig . 5 .  
CURRICULUM PLAN COMPARISON CHART 
( shaded areas point up drawbacks to various plans) 
Uniform Unified 
The same lesson 
( with a dille rent 
aim ) is taught i 1 1  the : 
entire school 
! Difien:nt lessons on 
a single theme are 
taught in each de­
partment above be-
Bt>ginner or primar:: 
through adult 
ginner 
Primary through 
<lclult ( nursery and 
beginner lessons are 
not on the unifying 
theme) 
Departmental 
The same lesson is 
taught in classes in 
a given department 
All groups nursery 
through adult 
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Closely graded 
Different lessons are 
taught to pupils in 
each school grade 
First through twelfth 
grades. Nursery and 
beginner materials 
dept. graded 
3. Number of substitute , One each department One each department One each department teachers n'qnired 
' 4. Nnmber uf \ ears in 
lesson cycle 
· 5. Bible coverage 
6. How subject matter is 
chosen 
7. Correlation of lesson 
and Wtll·�hip 
8. Seasonal and special 
emphasis 
9. Size of school to 
\Vl1ieh best suited 
Same as the number of years a pupil is in the 
department : 2 years nursery, beginner; 3 
years primary, junior, etc. 
One year cycle, first 
through twelfth 
grades 
A higher percentage covered, depending on 
the individual publisher 
Lesson content chosen especially to meet the 
developing needs of pupils in each stage of 
life. 
Close correlation 
possible within depts. 
Correlation on school· 
grade basis 
emphasis possible 
Undated lessons 
allow for unrestricted 
seasonal and special 
emphasis in lessons 
Flexible and e.�pe· 
cially suitable for all 
size ' schools 
Flexible and adapt­
able for any size 
school 
Flexible and .tdapt­
able for am size 
school 
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Evaluating pupil-relatedness 
1 .  Do the Bible lessons convey "usable" truths? 
2 .  Are illustrations and applications true to lifei30 3 .  Are materials graded to pupils ' ability levels? 
Another criterion for selecting materials is : 
1 .  
2 .  
6 .  
Do the materials represent the best of Christian experience? 
Are they in line with the objectives to be served and do they 
promise to be effective in attaining those objectives?  
Are they manageable under the conditions in which they are to 
be used? 
Do they represent the most forward-looking educational methods 
which can be employed in the situation? 
Are they of the highest possible quality in literary form and 
physical make-up? 131 Axe they rich and ample in content? · 
IV. TEACHI.t'TG METHOD 
Teaching is "the most complex, intricate , and subtle of human 
enterprises . "132 "Method cannot be dealt with11 Butler states , "concretely 
and realistically by means of written discourse . "l33 Method is the prob-
lem in teaching. One must adopt some principle or method of working to 
carry any conscious activity to a purposed end. 
Whatever may exist by way of school plant , equipment and supplies , 
courses of study, and programs of activity, has its justification 
only as it serves to bring pupils , materials , and teacher into such 
a relation as will make the effective development of the pupil an 
actuality. In the final analysis,  it is only as the art of teaching 
is perfected in terms of the principles inherent in the development 
of life that teaching accomplishes anything worth while .l34 
There can be no teaching without some kind of method .  The method 
l3l_ . ' t  190 -Helln, �· .£!._. , P• • l32Eavey, £E• cit . ,  p .  233 . 
l33Butler, �· cit . , P• 238 . 134Eavey, �· cit . ,  p .  235 . 
used may be the wrong one , but it is a method ,  nevertheless . '11he 
better the method used,  the better the teaching idll be . 1 55 
11I',Iethod is a utilization of activity and material s ,  11 1 36 and "the means 
Hhere by relevant theolog·ical truths are connected vli th interests ,  :prob-
1 ems , and meaxlings in the lives of the 1 earners • a 
1 3 7 
Some factors that the t eacher should consider in conscious se-
lection and use of the best method are : ( 1 ) the nature of the aim , ( 2 ) 
the maturity of the pupil s ,  ( 3 )  the attitude of the pupils tmvard 
learning, (4 ) previous study in the same field , ( 7 ) time for teaching, 
and ( 8 )  skill and qualifications of the teacher . 1 38 
Fischer cites similar factors according to vlhich the teaching 
methods should be determined :  
1 • 'J!he 
2 . 'I1he 
) . 1 1he 
4 .  '11he 
5 .  The /' fl1he o .  
1 · '11he 
8 .  Hoi'l 
materials we have . 
nature of the aim . 
age-gTOUJl \fe have . 
backgrounds of our students . 
methods they respond to . 
equipment and facilities we have access to . 
ability to use certain methods to greater advantaGe . 
much time \ve are allotted . 1 39 
The methods often being used. in Sunday school may be c lassified 
as : ( 1 )  the stor-y- method, ( 2 )  the question method , ( 3 )  the lecture 
method , (4 )  the discussion method,  ( 5 ) the project method , ( 6 )  the 
1 35Ibid . 
1 36 Fischer, .££• cit . , p .  1 5 . 
1 37Handolph Crump Hil ler Christian Nurture and the Church (:Ne\•i 
York : Charles  ;Jcribner ' s  Sons , 1 96 1 ) ;  ;.-:i86. ___ -- --
1 38141n ' t  2 -'Q 24 � � vey , 212.. .£2:.._. , PP · ) - ) · 
F9 7 }1ischer, � ·  cit . ,  p .  6 1 . 
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dramatization method , a.."r:td (7 ) other methods . 
'rhere i s  no best method for all teaching· situations . Therefore 
it is impossib le to say that any particular method is ahJays superior 
to any other . A trained teacher will often use several methods during 
the course of a c lass period , c hru1ging from one to another and using 
them in various combinations as  the demands of the total situation 
change from moment to moment . 'rherefor e , the ultimate determination of 
the method will depend on the teacher ' s  theoretical knowledge and prac-
tical experience .  
Butler aptly expressed the truth 111hen h e  said , n rf i t  i s  t o  b e  
brought to  effective focus , i t  i s  nece ssary t o  deal with actual methods 
in operation. This cannot be done by discussing it nearly so wel l  as in 
the guided practice of method. " 1 4
° 
Hhile detailed discus sion of the method cannot be attempted here , 
it i s  wel l  at least to  point out the advantage and disadvantage of each 
method in vievl of improving Sunday school teaching, \vhich is to be dis-
cussed in the next chapter . 
First ,  the story method : 
This j_s the oldest , mos t  effective , and most used method of con-
veying truth. This method has b een used by many of the great t eacheJ:s 
of the •·ror ld . 1 41 
'Phe effective aspects of the stor"J method are : ( 1 )  it translates 
1 4°Butler ,  ££• cit. , p .  2)8 . 
Mt " · t  24 1 · l'.Javey , .££. E2:_. , p .  1,. 
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truth into action , ( 2 )  it is an effective means for capturing interest 
and attention, and ( 3 )  it sets up an opportunity for the pupils to 
learn and apply truth to their lives . 
Disadvantages of this method might be : ( 1 )  distraction from 
learning, ( 2 )  mere entertainment , and ( 3 )  leading attention away from 
the main purpose . 143 
Second, the question and answer method : 
The value of questions in education has been recognized through 
the history of human life . Socrates  made the question famous as a form 
of teaching. Questioning was the very heart of Jesus ' teaching methods . 143 
The advantages of this method are : ( 1 )  it is a means of dis­
covering wl1at the pupils do and do not know, ( 2 )  it aids the pupil to 
build upon his past experience ,  ( 3 )  it causes  the pupil to think, (4)  it 
arouses curiosity and interest , ( 5 )  it directs attention to the signifi­
cant elements in materials,  ( 6 )  it enables the teacher to secure and 
keep contact with the minds of the class ,  ( 7)  it gives the pupil oppor­
tunity for expression of his own thought in his own way, ( 8 ) it develops 
appreciation, and ( 9 )  it examines the class accomplishment . 144 
A limitation of this method is : "This method rarely, or never, 
serves as a self-sufficient method to be used apart from other methods 
of teaching. On the other hand, it is  most valuable as a supplement 
142 Eavey, 
143Ibid . , 
2E• cit . ,  PP• 245-246 , 251-252 .  
144 p .  252 .  Ibid. ,  pp. 254-256 . 
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to almos t  ever;y other method . 1 1 1 45 
Third , the lecture method : 
The advantages are : ( 1 ) it mak e s  po s s ible the effect of the spoken 
I·Tord , ( 2 )  i t  makes pos s ible a more effectual operation of the influence 
of the personality of the t eacher j (3) it arous e s  int erest and motivates 
pup il s ,  ( 4 ) it saves t ime , ( 5 ) i t  s erve s t o  introduc e and munmari z e  ma-
terial , ( 6 )  it provides opportunity for the use of suppl ementary mat e-
rial , ( 7 )  it provides a means of giving the pupil proper perspective , 
( 8 )  i t  affords opportunity for imparting informat ion, and ( 9 )  i t  may 
provoke and guide thinking . 1 46 
Disadvantage s of thi s method are : ( 1 ) it demands a minimum of the 
pupil ' s  participation , ( 2 )  it affords pupils only one contact with the 
mat erial , (3) it i s  not economical of the pupi l s ' tim e , ( 4 ) it make s no 
provis ion for individual differenc e s  among pupils , ( 5 )  it require s abil­
ity in public speaking, and ( 6 )  it tends to become a monotonous method . 1 47 
Fourth , the discus sion metho d :  
Values o f  thi s method are : ( 1 ) it creat e s  vital int erest from the 
very beginrling , ( 2 )  it t ends to eliminate the st iffness of formal reci-
tation , ( 3 ) it s timulate s  thought , ( 4 ) it t eache s tol eranc e of the vie\v-
point and opinions of others and a willingn.e s s  to compromi s e  personal 
vievm ,  ( 5 )  it puts everybody on an e qual bas i s , ( 6 )  it makes for a 
1 4 5 Ib ' "  �· · 
1 47 Ib ' ,  � · · 
p .  268 . 
pp . 276-27 9 .  
'1 46 Ib " d  __1:;:_. ' pp . 272-275 . 
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broadenhJ.g of thought , (7 ) it forces clearcut reasoning, (8 )  it makes 
for right attitudes to\-Jard materials , r,nd ( 9 )  it provides opportunity 
for bringing the content close to the interests and problems of pupils . 1 4
8 
T)isadvantages of this method are : ( 1 )  the problem may not be clear 
t J l  b f. th l ( 2 '/ th bl h t b f o a . mem ers o · e c .. ass ,  . e pro em c osen may no · e one o 
vital concern to all pupils , ( 3 )  it may degenerate into mere talk, (4 )  
it  may drift into acrimonious debat e ,  ( 5 )  it  rnay result in no  increase 
of lmmvledg·e , and ( 6 )  the teacher may not be a teacher . 
1 49 
Fifth, the project method : 
Values  of this method are : ( 1 ) it makes learning more natural and 
interesting, ( 2 )  it results in a I·Iholesome attitude on the p<o1-rt of 
rmpil s ,  ( 3 )  it trains the pupil in ini tia ti ve , responsibility , perse-
verenc e ,  foresight , alertness , judgment , and evaluation ,  (4 )  it develops 
a spirit of cooperation ,  ( 5 )  it co11..:nects lea�"!lin.g and experience ,  ( 6 )  
it  develops tolerance for the actions and opinions of othe:cs , ( 7 ) it 
emphasizes learninc for use rather than as an accomplishment , (8 )  it 
makes learning a unified process , and ( 9 )  it fixes the materials learned 
1 - 1 50 more secure y 1.11. memory . 
Linli tat ions of this method are : ( 1 )  it requires a versatile teacher 
of superior skill ,  ( 2 )  it requires much more preparation , ( 3 )  there is 
the danger of overemphasis on physical activities , (4 )  any kind of ac-
tivity tends to become an end in itself , ( 5 )  it takes much more time 
1 48Ib ' '  ----2:.9: · ' pp . 28 1 -282 . 
'1 4(' :J r- . , 
�- , pp . 285-286 . 
1 50Ibid . , pp . 290-29 1 .  
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than i s  ordinarily allo\ved for the l e s s on period, ( 6 )  there raay be a 
lack of s eriousne s s  of purpo s e  requi site for completion of a proj ect , 
( 7 )  i t  i s  s ometime s of l e s s  educative value , ( 8 )  adequat e s pace and 
e quipment are often l acking, ( 9 )  it fail s  to be int e grated into the 
total mas s  of the pupi l ' s  experience without sup:pl ementat ion by other 
forms of ins truction ,  and ( 1 0 ) there i s  a dang,er of forgetting the indi­
'1 5 1 vidual and hi s particular needs . 
Sixth , the dramati zation metho d : 
Advantage s of thi s  method are : ( 1 ) it enab l e s  the pupil to expre s s  
himse l f  vii thout feelings o f  s e lf-consciousne s s ,  ( 2 )  it make s us e o f  a 
natural t endency ,. direct ing i t  in the acquisition of Christ ian truth , 
( 3 )  it make s a deep impre s si on of fac t s ,  event s , and truths on memory , 
(4 )  i t  helps the pupi l  to put himself in the place o f  another , ( 5 )  it 
develops trait s of personality , and ( 6 )  it trains the pupil in ability 
• ·' 1 • ht t . t t .  1 52 -co me:w.,;:e rJ.g · re sponse s  o SJ. ua · J.ons . 
Problems of thi s method are : ( 1 ) it may become more intere sted 
in dramat i c s  i t s e lf , ( 2 )  the ·t eaching value may be lost , ( 3 )  it is possi-
ble t o  s elect and perfo:-cm mate rials that are no t of the best of cont ent , 
and ( 4 )  there i s  the diffi culty of keeping int ere s t  in the material and 
F 3-the s pirit of the l e s son . J 
Seventh , the handwork method : 
Value s of the us e of hand.,1ork are : ( 1 ) it i s  an aid to learning , 
1 5 1 Ibid . , pp .  291 , 292 . 
1 52Ib ' d _, _J._. ' p .  294 . 1 5
3 lbid . 
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( 2 )  it is one form of self-activity, but it is a valuable form, ( 3 )  it 
provides profitab le occupation , ( 4 )  it g·ives training in the judging 
and handling of materials ,  ( 5 ) it cultivates the pmver of concentrated 
attention, ( 6 )  it develops power of creative thought , ( 7 ) it trains 
unselfish cooperation with others , ( 8 ) it develps self-control e.nd 
perseverance ,  ( 9 )  it has utili taria,n value , ( 1 0 ) it trains in appreci-
ation of the beautiful , ( 1 1 )  it increases self-respect and confidence ,  
( -1 2 )  i t  affords opportunity for self-expression ,  ( 1 3 )  it makes for va-
riety and a consequent release of tension during the class period, and 
( 1 4 )  it makes facts a,.'1.d truths more concrete and. vivid . i 54 
Problems in the use of hand>wrk are : ( 1 )  the tendency to make 
handvmrk activity an end in itself , ( 2 )  separation from the total 1:10rk 
of the class , ( 3 ) carrying on hand1·mrk vli th materials ,  supplies ,  and 
equipment adequate in amount for doing it vrell ,  (4 ) the teacher ' s  
undertaking to guide pupils in doiru.J that l·rhich he does not know hovr 
to do and which he himself could not do properly, ( 5 ) asking the pupils 
to do something that is too difficult ,  ( 6 )  overemphasis on perfection 
of the Hork excluding the realization of the teaching and learning value 
of the activity, and ( 7 )  failure to keep clear the spiritual values . 1 55 
'rhe summary. From the preceding comparison of each method �  several 
conclusions can be  made . 
I•1irst , there is  no best method for all teaching situations . 
1 54Ibl. d . . 29�'. ' p . [) .  pp . 2 97-298 . 
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Second, the best way to teach is to use a variety of methods. 
Third, the use of several methods in a class period is recom-
mendable . 
Fourth, it is most necessary for the teacher to be constantly 
on the alert , in the choice of the best method to use , in observation 
of the effect of the method used, and in retrospective study of the 
results obtained from the use of a particular method. 
Fifth, the best method to use in teaching is the method that 
will bring the best results in terms of the objectives of the teaching. 
V .  TEACHING PROBLEMS 
Teaching has three stages : the teacher ' s  preparation of the sub-
ject, the teacher' s  communication of his prepared lesson to the pupil, and 
the teacher ' s  evaluation of the pupil ' s  learning. 156 "That teaching in-
volves communication, 11 George Gerbner says , '' is a truism which nobody 
challenges ,  whatever his concept of teaching. "l57 
The teacher' s  preparation of the lesson is a design for enabling 
communication.158 In terms of the accomplishment of teaching, the method 
is the most essential factor in the teaching situation (a  teacher, a 
l56Gilbert Highet ,  The Art of Teaching (New York : Random House , 
Inc . ,  1950 ) ,  p .  66 
l57Ronald T. HYman (ed. ) ,  Teaching (New York : L .  B .  Lippincott Co . ,  
1968) ,  p.  13 .  
158Rood, �· cit . , P• 73 .  
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pupi l ,  environment , curriculum , aim , 1 " 9 and method ) . J 'l1he method also is 
for nothing but c ommunicati on . 
It follows that there v1ill b e  no teaching-learning if there i s  
n o  c ommunicat ion . The refore , c onununication i s  a t  the heart o f  teaching , 
. " th CL . t •  " t  1 60 I �  h t h f " 1  . t "  as J.s s o  viJ. _ .o.rJ.s J.anJ. y .  f t e · eac_ er aJ. s J.n comrnunica · 1.on , 
he has failed. as a t eache r . 1 6 1 Gilbert Highet s t at e s  the vital importance 
of c ominu.nicat ion in t eaching, as follows : 
He may still be an inspirati on for a fev1 young·sters because of 
his s elfl e s s  dev-o tion to scholarship or the charm of his charact er ;  
yet that vlil l  scarc e ly make up for his c entral failure . But let him 
be good at c ommunicat i on ,  and even if he i s  a me diocre scholar , he 
can be an exc e llent t e acher . Comnmnicat ion , the transmi s sion of 
thought from one mind t o  others , i s  one of the basic act ivities of 
the human rac e ; i t  i s  a skil l  through >vhich men make magnificent 
suc c e s s e s  and startling failure s ,  an art without \•rhich genius is 
dumb, pov1er brutal and aiml e s s ,  mankind a plane tload of squabbling 
tribe s .  Communication i s  an e s s ential function of civilization . 
Teaching i s  only one o f  the me..ny occupat ions that de:eend upon it , 
and depend u12on it ab s o lut e ly .  ·J 6 2  
Communication i s  vital in teaching . Yet only recently , analytical 
study on teaching has been b e gun by educat ors , with the help of c onc epts 
. . 1 6 3 from c ommunJ.catJ.on . 
';Jhat i s  c ow.munication? According to Nci�aughlin ' s defini tion : 
1 5 9Herman Harrell Horne , Je sus '11he Easter Teacher ( Nev.J" York : 
A s s oc iation Pre s s ,  1 9 30 ) ,  pp . 1 , 2 .  
1 60Raymond I:J. Nc Laughlin , Communicati on � the Church ( Grand 
Rapids : Zondervan Publi shing Hous e , 1 968 ) ,  p .  1 9 .  
i 6 L . .  h t ' t  86 tug e · , £12.· �· , }J . • 1 6 2_, . 1 �. , p . 
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C omnmnication is 'l'Illi SlliilUUG of informati on for the purpo s e  of 
affecting the rec e iver in s ome predetermined i�ay . C ommunication 
may be verbal or nonverbal . Spoken or \-lritten mes sage s ,  s;yTnbol s , 
paintings , and musi c  can all c onvey meaning . 1 64 
rphe fundamental s of c ommu.'1ica t i on . ide l ive in three distinct , yet 
overlapping, vmrlds . They are : ( 1 )  the world of exr)erienc e vlhich i s  
made up o f  such things as obj e ct s ,  happenings , re lationships , and e-
motions , ( 2) the world of evalu...q, tions7 \'lhich is a mental vmrld ,  and ( 3 )  
the vlorld of symbols . 1 6 5 
Communicat ion of truth take s place when thes-e thre e -vmrlc1s are 
properly relat e d . 
J?irst , the \•mrlc1 of experience includes both the phy sical and 
spiritual . '.1hen vTe talk, vie talk about things vre have c ontacted and 
met in the Horld of experienc e .  The Hords vie use are vel'bal sign-po sts 
\·Ihich point t o  event s . But the real sub j e c t s  of our words exis t  on the 
experiential , nonverbal l evel of l ife . Therefore , the communicator ' s  
problem i s  that of t rying t o  make hi s words c onvey adequate information 
about his experienc e . The fact that verbal descript ions cannot really 
c ommunicate the beauty of flowers nor c onvey the smel l  of a ro s e  prove s 
tl,. 1 '  . t t . d . d f - 1 66 J.le J.ml. a J.on an J.na e q_uacy o \-lOrds . 
Second , the \'lOrld o f  evaluations c on s i s t s  of man 1 s observation, 
1·.rhich abi lity depends upon man 1 s s en s e s  and man ' s  judgment . 
1 64- 1 T hl . . t 1 7  1v,c .uaug J.n , £12. •  � · ,  p . . 
1 66 11 . ' ..22::S.!:.. ' pp . 30 '  3 1 . 
1 6 5 Ib ' - 2� 2r7 �. ,  pp . o ,  • 
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The ability to observe depends mainly upon man ' s senses . Obser-
vation dependent upon man ' s  sense s  is also affected by selectivity, 
variety, proximity , and change . Nan ' s senses  act almost simultaneously 
when they are stimulated . But none of these  senses is  all-engaging . 
'f.lherefore , our acquaintance with any event vlill be specific and limited.  
'Phe physical receptors of individuals shm.; a \vide variety of sensi ti vi ty 
to events a.nd objects . The variety of sensitivity in individuals makes 
obj ects  or events they are acquainted vJith individualized and varied . 1 67 
'1:he difference of an individual ' s  degree of general knovlledge 
makes a difference in his value jude,"Tnents . All value judg111ents are also 
. fl d , tl . . t . . ' 1. • 1 d . . 1 . 1 d 1 68 ln · uence oy 1e prlorl les glven one s p11yslca an . blO oglca nee s .  
r hird � the verbalization of our evaluations of our world of ex-
periences in verbal symbols is the third step in the communication 
process . Hords are not the obj ects or events they describe , but abstract s  
o f  the obj ects or events .  Therei'ore , i t  must be recognized_ thn.t there 
. 1 ' - f " ' t t1. " d . -'- b . t . 1 6 9 lS a ways a Ul 1 erence oe \•reen Lle vmru an l uS o J ec or even-r:; . 
\·lords a1:·e verbal or \<Jri tten s:yntbols representing obj ects  &id 
events .  1'hey are language signs used to point to the things they 
portray . 'rhus \<JOrds , though telling something about their obj ects 
or events �  never can tell all about them . Descriptive language 
ah1ays leaveS OUt details . 1 70 
There are at least four levels  of existence in co�nunication : 
1 .  An obj ect level , >vhere obj ects exist as submicroscopic atoms 
and electrons in constant dynaxnic process . 
1 67 r . a ..J?2:_. ' 
1 70Ibid . , 
PP• 
Plj • 
45 , tJ 6 .  
52-54 . 
1 68Ib . , �. , J? . 48 . 
1 69Ibid . , pp . 50-52 . 
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2 .  An o bj ecti ve level � 1vhere obj ects exist at the same time on 
a visible level which is recognizable , such as an apple ,  but 
not labeled with a Hord . 
3 .  A descriptive leve l ,  where obj ects are given a vrord label , as 
"apple 11 • 
4 .  Various inferentir,�l levels , where obj ects are labeled with 
higher-order verbal abstractions , such as produce , assets ,  
or \veal th , 1 7 1 (See  Fig. 6 . )  
li'ig. 6 .  
Inferential Level 
Etc., Ad Infinitum 
Inferential Level 
'"Wealth" 
Inferential Level 
"Assets" 
Inferential Level 
"Produce" 
Inferential Level 
<��Fruit"' 
Descriptive Level 
"Apple" 
Objective Lew·! 
0 
Process Level 
/j{!:Atoms. PlC'ctrom·�: . 
- - .;- \ · /!,_- � � . 
The Abstraction Process 
Verbal 
Lev'el 
v erbal 
evel L 
Ver 
Lev 
bal 
el 
Verba 
Level 
Verbal 
Level 
Verbal 
Level 
Nonverbal 
Level 
!'\on verbal 
Level 
It must be  clear that when the communicator uses higher level 
abstractions he comruunicate s  fe\ver characteristic s about their objects 
than \vhen he use s  lmver level abstractions , and thus communication tends 
to be less clear in mea..YJ.ing . 
1 7 1 Tb ' d  57 54 �. , pp . ) - . 
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The proces s  of co�nunicat i on . C o�nunicat ion i s  a c ircular proces s ,  
moving from s ender to rece iver back to s ende r ,  and s o  o n .  1 7 2 
There are three typ e s  of hwnan co�unication : 
1 • Intrapersona1 conununicat ion - c orrummicat ion uhi ch occurs 1:1ithin 
an individual through reflection , irmer are,'umentat ion ,  a,nd other 
intellectual exerc i s e s . 
2 .  Interpersonal c ommunication - communicat ion \vhich occurs be ti'Jeen 
t-v1o or more individuals . 
3 .  Group c ommunication - c ormnunication which involves more than 
1 '7 "7 "t<·JO individual s  . ) 
Communicat ion has two leve l s : 
1 . r he non-verbal l evel , by lvhich cornmunica tion can take ]Jlace 
in a certain at titude , smil e , touch, or motion , -vJithout verbal 
symb o l s . 
2 .  r he verbal l eve l , which i s  needed t o  com.inunica t e  many compli-
cated and extended ideas not c omnnmicable by non-verbal symbols . 1 7 4 
The c ommunicati on proc e s s  involve s four maj or ingredient s :  ( 1 ) the 
commt..micator , ( 2 )  the me s sage , ( 3 )  the chrumel ,  and (4 ) the rec eiver . 1 75 
r�here are various factors involving the s e  four ingredient s vhi ch con-
tribute t o  effective c om11tunicat ion . l'ut into a funct ioning unit , the se 
1 7 2T1 . d .:::..?2:._. ' J? • 62 . 
1 74Ib " i �· ' pp . 66-68 . 
1 73 -[b . ' �. , PP · G ) ,  6 5 . 
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ingredients work toward the high fidelity of a message. The communi­
cation process always takes place in a space-time relationship. 176 
The following conclusive statement summarizes the foregoing 
study : 
From the speaker' s  point of view the communicative act shares 
symbolically life ' s  experiences and evaluation. From the hearer' s  
point of view the communicative act occurs when messages are accur­
ate ly received and understood. �llien this process is successful , 
people understand each other. But whenever the process fails ,  mis­
understanding, confusion, distrust ,  and perhaps even conflict and 
tragedy may result . l77 
vlliat is the problem? In Sunday school teaching, there are sev-
eral problems which are practical and difficult ones that are inherent 
in the nature of Sunday school work as it is carried on today. First , 
there is  the inadequacy of one-hour teaching which is being done at 
one-week intervals . 178 Then, there is the problem of finding "the most 
effective means11 for teaching. l79 .Another problem is that of the 
teacher' s  training. These  problems can be paraphrased as follows : "In 
such a limited time of teaching, how can the teacher communicate the 
Word of God to Sunday school pupils ,  to guide them into a personal rela-
tionship with Christ as Savior and Lord, and through whom they may 
increasingly grow in His likeness?" The communicative means is the 
l76Ibid. ,  p .  96 . 
l77Ibid. , PP • 27 , 28 . 
178Locke E. :Bowman , Jr. , Straight Talk about Teaching � Today' s 
Church (Philadelphia: Westminster Press ,  1967) , P• 90 .  
179Edge ,  2£• £!!. ,  P• 27 . 
best means. 
Bowman e:x:c laims tha. t : 
Unless teachers are taught and foundations for teaching are re­
newed, unless  massive support is forthcoming for improved class­
room practice, the church itself will suffer grave reverses in 
years to come . 180 
Failure to do so in new imaginative ways will mean that we 
passed by our finest opportunity of the twentieth century. l81 
The summary. It was the purpose of this section to point out 
problems in teaching. The core of teaching, which is CO�IT1ITNICATION, 
has been drawn out of the study of teaching stages .  When the teacher 
fails in communication, he has failed as a teacher. 
For understanding of communication, the fundamentals of communi-
cation, the process of abstractions , the communication process have been 
presented. 
Communication is sharing symbolically one ' s  life experiences and 
evaluation from the communicator' s  point of view. From the hearer' s  
point of view, the communicative act occurs when messages are accurately 
received and understood. 
Finally, the teaching problems have been shown: limited time, 
finding the most effective means , and the teacher' s  training. The core 
of the problems is  effective communication, as there will be no teaching-
learning process without some kind of communication.  
181Ibid. 
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VI . THE CONCLUSION 
In developing the study of the problems of Sunday school teaching, 
an effort has been made to expose the relation and inter-relation of 
three areas of Sunday school teaching, namely : historical review, perspec­
tive study of teaching, curriculum, and communication. Each of these areas ,  
in turn, was discussed t o  develop understanding of the characteristic 
aspects of Sunday school .  
The main function of the Sunday school has been shown t o  be 
teaching, from the historical review. Today the Sunday school is regarded 
as the most indispensable institution,  from the point of view of its 
tasks . 
Teaching and learning were observed in their relationship to each 
other. Teaching, thus viewed, was communicating, leading, helping, facili­
tating, directing, and guiding the pupil .  
Learning was considered t o  take place when the learner had needs 
which were felt , interest , and motivation .  It took place through inner 
change and through a self-active proces s .  The teacher' s  task, therefore , 
was viewed as directing, motivating, guiding, helping, mediating, and 
facilitating. 
The developmental aspect of the Sunday school was presented for 
understanding of the present Sunday school curriculum materials . The 
principles for the selection of curriculum materials were based upon a 
study of the development of present Sunday school curriculum materials available . 
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CHAITEH V 
fJ.:E,'l'HO:OS OP AU:OIO-VISUALS :t?OfL T.EACRING TI'T?lWVEI'11ENr.r 
GHAFTill V 
HEJ:RODSOJ!' AUDIO-VISUALS J!'OR 'J::E::JiCHING n1PHOVIill'iENT 
Keeping in mind the value s of Audio-visuals as presented in 
Chapter I I I ,  and us ing the t eaching-l earning proc e s s  and c ommunicati on 
pro c e s s  discus sed in Chapter rv as a guide in problem-so lving for the 
improvement of Sunday school t eaching, Chapte r  V \vill be devoted to 
present methods of .Audio-visuals .  �:he follovling problems mus t  be rec­
ognized, vlhich necessarily limit the 1vri ter ' s dis cuss i on mainly to prin­
ciples of the use of Audio-visuals :  
1 .  If the method i s  t o  be brought into effective focus , it is 
nec e s sary to deal with ac tual methods in operation . ':Chis cannot be done 
by di scus sing i t  nearly s o  \ve l l  as in the gu.ided prac tice of method . 
2 .  ':Ch01.:tgh there are many c laims for Audio-visual use and its 
value s il1. t eaching , i t  s e ems that there i s  a lack of sc i entific data 
f or application in the Sunday school . 
3 .  There i s  the difficul-ty of c overing all of the t eaching s itu­
ations of the Sunday scho o l .  
Therefore , the s tudy o f  this chapter \vill b e  focus e d  on princi­
ples of application and s ome methods bas ed upon generalized s ources . 
I .  HOW 'I'O SELEC'r N.ilTERIALS 
'l1here are many current c ommunication t eclmi cpe s and media which 
can be used e ffectively in Sunday school t eaching . ':Phe t eacher must be 
critic al of the c ontent of such mate rial s ,  as to ivhat he knovm about a 
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particular group and \vhat is needed to  fulfil it s needs . 
The following items are the general curriculum factors that 
teachers need to  consider applicable to all Audio-visual material s : 
1 .  Hill the materials be  usable in direct relation t o  a teaching 
unit? To a specific experienc e ,  or problem-solving activity? 
2 .  Is the c ontent to be c oll11Il.unicated by the material use ful and 
important? 
3 .  ',,Jill the material be a construct ive for a maj or teaching 
purpose? Or tovrard the maj or goals of the learner'? 
4 .  Doe s  the difficulty level of the t eaching purposes (the under­
standing, abilities ,  attitudes , and apJ�rec iations ) demand the 
help of the materia..l being examined? 
5 .  1tlill the material be likely to call for vicarious experiencing· , 
thinking, reacting, discuss ing, studying? 
6 .  Is the c ontent to be c ommunicated presented in terms oi' prob­
l ems and activiti e s  of the learner? 
7 . Is the c ontent to be pres ented by the material suffj_ciently 
rich in concepts and_ relationships'? 
8 .  Does the material pos s e s s  appropriate c ontent that facilitates 
the proce s s  of inference '? Size'? Temperature ? vJeight'? Depth'? 
Distance? Action'? Odor? Sound'? Lifelikeness ?  Emotion'? 
9 .  Is the material accurate ,  typical , and up to  date ?  
1 0 .  Is the kind of material uniquely adapted to the achievement 
of the desired teaching obj ective? 
1 1 .  Is the c ontent in the rna terial in ,g-ood taste? 
1 2 .  Could the materials be  used c onv-eniently within a regular 
c las s period'? 
1 3 .  I s  the c ontent of the material sufficiently rich in number of 
example s  to warrant s oQnd c onclusions ? 1 
rl1he first guidLng principle for s electing Audio-visuals is to 
. bas e  the s election of high quali ty Audio-vi sual materials UlJOYl valid 
teaching purposes and upon the unique charact eristics of a specific 
2 group of learners . 
1
carlton vJ. H. Erickson , �dam�� of •reaching' \·lith Auclio­
visual Tecrmolor.x(NevJ York : The Hacmillan Co . ,  1 967 ) ,  pp . 98 , 99 .  
Another factor that should be considered by teachers has to do 
with the 1:1ay a given Audio-visual material "I'Ias produced and the tech-
nical qualities of the material . i'eachers should select the best from 
the many materials that have been produced, according to high standards 
of photographic composition and clarity, artistic and educational 
content . Along ·with thi s ,  the teachers must consider the producer ' s  
modes of comrr1m1ica tion . Belmv is a list of technical que stions , which 
may help teachers as they decide \vhich materials are of acceptable 
quality : 
'I . Is the technical quality of the material artistic"? 
2 .  Is the producer ' s mode of communication adequate for the 
purpose? r hat i s ,  is the mes r.;age put over c learly and 
forcefully, in \vays the,t attract and hold attention'? 
3 .  Are physical size , format 1 and color satisfactor,:(? 
4 .  Is workmanshi:p in the construction of the material adequate? 
5 . Is the content to be presented free of conflicts and dis­
tractions? 
6 .  VIas careflll 1)lanni11g b�y the produce:c obviotlS in the content 
and structure of the material? 
7 .  Did the producer set out to  produce the material for school 
audience s , i•rith competent educational consultants ?3 
II . HO'\"J �ro USE I ll-J.TEHJJ\LS 
'l'oday Audio-visuals are no longer sr;oken of as "aids" to teaching, 
but a newer,  more descriptive term has come out for them, recognizing 
that Audio-visuals actually teach . 'I'he term is "mediated t eacher . 114 
3 Ibid . , p .  1 00 . 
4Locke JiJ . Bm,n an, Jr . ,  Straight �alk About 'reaching in •roda� 
Church(1)hiladelphia : ·vlestminster Press , 1 967) , p .  76 . 
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rtAny school rt , Bo1vma.n says , 11novr has before it three choices n 5 : 
( 1 ) c las sroom teachers alone , ( 2 )  mediated and classroom t eachers , in 
c ombit>ati on ,  and ( 3 )  mediated t eachers alone . But it has to be recognized 
that a "mediated teacheru i s  not the teacher himself , but a mediated ma-
terial . 
'I'here are many Audio-visual re source s  \vhich are ready-made for 
teachers to use ,  but the mo st effective result s c ome from the most ef-
fective use of the materials ;  therefore , it is irrrportant for creative use 
to k.nm·J the materials and the princi})les oJ':' ho\·l to use them . 
The chalkboard . li'or hundreds of ye8,rs the chalkboard has been a 
basic t echnique of instruct i on .  �Poachers have been using the chalkboard 
vli th varyi..r:tg deg--re e s  of suc c e s s . Chalkboards can be  used by any one , for 
alJ. age gToups ,  for instruction and expre s sion . A cha,lkboard is "a uni­
versally available teaching clevice . 1 1 6 It i s  also one of the o ldest t,"Taph­
ic or visual instruction devic e s  for effective teaching . 7 
Principle s  for us e :  
1 .  1rhink through bofore:b...and Hhat to print , \·:rite , or dr2M on it . 
2 .  ;.!rite cl early and larg'e enough s o  that all can read. it . 
3 .  IVJ:ake sure that everyone can see . 
6
1r/al ter Arno 'itli ttich and Charle s  Franci s  Schuller , Audio-visual 
Naterials - :r1heir :Nature ancl Use (HeH York : Harper 8� Brothers Pub . ; 1 953 ) ,  
p .  55 . 
7 Gene A .  Ge t z ,  Auclio-visuals in i;he .Qh_�h (  Chicago : l'ioo dy Press , 
1 966 ) ,  p .  9 1 . 
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4 .  Don ' t  over-use the chalkboard to the exc lusi on of other visual 
technig_ue s . 8  
_Bulletin boards . Host every E)unday school may have several type s 
of bulletin boards . In general , a bulletin board in a departmental room 
or c: las sroom v1ill s erve primarily as an aid in teaching . F'la t pictures , 
vJeekly l e ssons , songs and stories , and creative \·mrJc done by the pU})il , 
such as drm"ing , should be posted. on the bulle tin boarcls for all to see . 
Articles from mag"azine s and newspapers direc t ly related to the m1.its of 
s tudy can be posted for older groups . 
Principles end suggestions for use : 
1 .  Place bulletin boards where they ca,n be easily seen . If they 
are l ocated in departmental rooms , they should be at eye 
level anci within arms ' reach of all pupils . 
2 .  Keep bulletin boards up-t o-date . IJon ' t allmv them t o  b ecome 
c lutt ered vJi th ant iquated materials .  
3 .  lVlake bulletin board displays inte resting and attractive . Pre­
pare three dlirrensional effects by using m1 a��esive such as 
1-VRX t o  fast en obj ects to bulletin boards . Vli th a little 
thought , ingenious ideas can be used . Ivtovernent always aids 
greatly in attract ing attent i on . 
4 .  Use bulletin boards t o  promote group pro j ec -t;[; .  Teachers should 
give guidance ,  but should let the pupils be responsible for 
planning and preparing the materials . The am mt of supervision 
will b e  governed by the age group . 
5 .  Give [,.<Uidance in bulletin b oard preparati on .  The Audio-visual 
c ommittee should conduct a special meeting for those vlho are 
res:)onsible for bulletin board plarming·, in order to give 
sugg·e st ions regarding· effective c omposition .  Subj ects such as 
a center of interest , captions and legends , c larity , simp licity , 
1 · · t , a ·  d Q c o  or,  varle"Gy , e c . ,  may o e  lSCusse · "'  
6 .  llo not use it at all some Sundays . ( Leave it beautifully blank 
occasi onally . ) 
8 Ib ' -lei . , p .  93 . 
9 r·b., d . . 1 0 1 1 '' 2 _,_ , Pll · ' u • 
7 .  Use a large que s t ion rnark , ru.1.Cl belov1 it the , .. wrds , 1 1Coming 
i1Text 'i'fe ek , '' t o  amlOunc e  a b ig event . 1 0 
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li'lannelboards . r he s e  visual t o o l s  have b e en u s e d  by mru.w Chris-
t ian workers . Bible s t orie s ,  ob j e c t  l e s s ons , memory Hork , map studies , 
b iographie s ,  and mi s si on s  have b e en pre s ented inte i'estine;ly , visually 
and effect ively \vi th all age �:,Toup s . 1.�i th the s e  colorful visual aids , 
the life of Chri s t ,  Paul ' s  mi s s i onary j ourneys , the exodus , and the 
wilderne s s  -v.randerings can b e  f::raphically presented . 
Principl e s  for use : 
·1 • :Oo not overus e  the f lan.nelboar(1 . 
2 .  Do not allovJ the us e of the f lannel board t o  b e  a sub s titute 
for prel)aratj.on . Study the l e s son thorougnly ?Jld pract ic e  
using· the flannelboard b efore pre s enting the l e s s on . 
3 .  hake sure all flann e l  b oard f igure s are in ·!:;heir prope:r order 
for u s e  before the c las s or vJOrship servic e  begins . 
4 .  Hake sure the fla11.nelboard i s  res t ing at a s light �mgl e . 
'l'his \•Til l  help backgrounds and fi[,JU.re s  t o  adhere t o  the flannel­
board . This is e spec ially nec e s sary Hhen built-up backgrounds 
are u s ed . 
5 .  1Pack or clip the pi e c e s  of flannel to the t op of the board if 
more than one solid backg-.cound is b eing us e d ,  s o  that each 
sc ene c an be folded over the top and back of the flannelboard . 
6 .  Hake sure that all can s e e . Adj m' t the e as e l  so that the board 
i s  at the proper level . Stc1nd. t o  the side as the s t ors i s  told . 
7 .  Do not confu s e  chi ldren by interchanging figure s .  Children \vill 
recognize a figure that \vas used t o  repres ent John in one scene 
and Peter in the next s c ene . 
8 .  Keep cutout s from each l e s s on in file fo lders or envelopes and 
filed. in goo d  orde r .  Nark every pie c e  in each s e ·i:; s o  that each 
one can be ident if'ie d.  if mis plac e d , If certain :fig'l:t.res are used 
and adapted for s t o ri e s  different from the original , make sure 
that they get back to the original set . 1 1 
1 0  Oscar J .  Rumpf , The Use of Audio-visuals in the Church ( I)hlladel-
l)hia : 'I'he Chri s tian Education Pre s s , ·1 958 ) , pp . 29 , 30 , 
1 1  Get z , ££• c it . ,  p . 1 1 5 .  
1 00 . 
1 2  Flat picture�. 1'he f lat picture i s  a uni ve:csal language . J?or- · 
merly , pictures vlere used primarily t o  suppl ement or c larify the printed 
��rord � but nmv they are e levated to the point vrhere the;;r tell the story 
tvi th the help of bri e f  parag.ra:phs ancl explanat ion s . 'L'hi s  is a revolution 
1 '7 in the communication of ideas . 5 
}!'lat pic ture s are a highly important pha s e  of Audi o-visual mater-
ial s ; they are inexpensive , readily a,vailab l e , and highly effective as a 
means of communicat i ng ideas . 'I'hus ,  the us e of flat picture s h; so com-
mon and time-honored that there i s  hardly a teacher who doe s  not use them 
at s ome t ime or other in his te"\ching . 
'rhe s e l ection of good f lat picture s  for teachin{S involve s s everal 
c on s i derations , such a s : their art i s tic quality , c larity , truthfulnes s , 
inte re s t , suitabi lity , and. s iz e , 'I'he following crite:cia vlil 1  aid in se-
lecting good p ic ture s : 
1 .  Hi l l  the pictures make a :real contri1Jution in helping to 
achieve the goals of Christ ian education'? 
2 .  Are the }Jicture s t ruthful? 
a .  \·Jill the pupils gain a l·lrong impre s s i on? :Do they pre s ent 
Scri])tual incidents as they really are '? 
b .  Do the picture s pre s ent typical and :ceal i s t ic s i tuations , 
rather than the exceptional and unreal i s -t i c ·� 
3 .  \vi ll the picture s  encourage pu]Jil partic ipation'? S t imulate 
c onversat i on'? 
lj .  Are the picture s suited to the particular age group? 
a .  Are the picture s :cel:xt e d  to the live s o:f the pupil s '?  
b .  Are the pictures for younger children s imple and \fel l  out­
l ined? Do they contain litt le detail and avoi d  the s�:rmbol­
ic'? 
c .  As pictures are c on sidered for all age {;:-coups , i s  there a 
1 2'.,fi t tich and Schuller , £E_. c it . � J! . 60 , 1 3 rb . ,  �. , p .  6 1 . 
1 0 1. 
g-radual increase in the amount of detai l , leading ·to more con1-
plex picture s  for o lder pup i l s '? 
5 . !tlil l  the picture s gain int ere s t ?  
a .  Do t h e  pictur e s  show ac tion? Is s omething happening'? 
b .  Do the picture s portray familiar incidents and subj ect s ?  
c .  D o  t h e  picture s  ha.ve art i s t ic quality? Is there good organi-
d .  
e .  
f .  
6 .  Do 
zation? A c enter o f  in t ere s t ?  
D o  the picture s  show nc�tural color'? 
Are the picture s  c lear and sharp? 
Ar;J they large enough? 
l-1 · f.. t � • • . n 1 4 ·c 1e p�c ·�,ure s  pre s en a p o s�·c�ve mes sage : 
A f t er sui tal1l e  · pictures have b e en s elected , they will b e  present ed 
more effectively if they are mounte d .  nA good picture vJOrth us ing is worth 
mounting , tr is a s tatement t eachers s hould remember . Psycho l ogically and 
pract ical ly ,  mounted pic tures are more effective . 'l'hre e  things should be 
rememb ered when teachers mou..11t the pictures : ( 1 ) generous rnargins are 
b e t t e :r: ,  not only for art i s t ic tas t e , but for attrac t i on and holding att en-
t i on ,  ( 2 ) color s  should b e  avoided which direct att ention t o  the mounting· 
and not to the picture , ancl ( 3 )  mo1.mting mat erial s should b e  a pprol'Jria t e  
t .L.l . !. b '  . 1 5 o �, 1e p�c·cure su J ec-c . 
Principles for us e :  
1 • Use picture s for specific rmrrJose s .  
2 .  Intec;'rate picture s in the le s s ons and m1i t s  o f  study . 
3 .  Use fevJ rather than many . 1 6  
4 . f!Iot i  vate the pur; i l s  to ask que stion s  and t o  mdce c omments about 
the pic ture s .  Ask them to look for and bring related pictures 
from home . Stimulat e pu;,Jils to dr;:n'l their Oh'11 IJicture s . 
5 .  l''Iake sure all can s ee the detai ls of the p ictur e s . \-Ji th lc,rg-e 
g-roup s ,  le.rt:;oer picture s should be us e d ,  unle s s  smal l prints are 
proj ec t ed on the screen with an opaque pro j ector , or pas s ed 
1 4  Get z ,  .£2.. c it . ,  lJ.P . 1 25 ,  1 26 .  
1 5 · ;· • • t • l d _, . 11 ' t  v � -c ·�c 1 an 0clm e r ,  .212. .22::_. , pp . 74-76 . 79 . 
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around the clas s . 
6 .  I,et; small children t ouch as well as s e e  pictures , 
7 . Use unique Hays of displaying pictures at eye leve l ;  plac e them 
on a s im1)le stand on a table or tack them on a bul l e t in board . 
Cho o s e  two or thre e out rJtanding picture s t o  frame and. place on 
classroom or degartment room \val l s . 1 7 
Graphic mat e rial s .  Gre.phic mat erial s are mat erials "vrhich c ommu-
nicate fac t s  and ideas c le arly and forc ibly through a c ombinati on of 
drmdngs , and picture s .  11 1 8  C ommonly , the typ e s  of graphic mat erial s em-
played in t eaching are chart s ,  diagrams , graphs , pos ters , cartoons , and 
c omic s .  Each ty�Je has c e rtain unique inst ruc tional applicat i ons . 
Che1rt s  are "com-bination s  of &,Taphic and pict orial media desi,�;ned 
for the orderly and l ogical visuali z ing of re lati onships between key 
fac t s  or ideas . n 1 9 Or;:;anizat i onal chart s , :Bible chart s ,  and picture 
ch2 rts are c ommonly u s ed in Christian educat i on .  '.llypical forms of charts 
are the t re e  chart , the flmv chart , ancl the tabular chart . 
vlel l  prepared chart s \vi1l not only st imula t e  thinking and pupil 
participat i on , but they also add variety t o  what may eas i ly b e c ome a 
n o h .  � 20 s t ere otyped method or -c eac __ J..nts . 
:Both diagrams and e�aphs require a background of experience and 
informat i on t o  b e  effective as teaching devic e s . 2 1 
1
8\ifi t t ich and Schuller , .2£.• c it . ,  p . 9 1 . 
20 Get z , .2£.· c it . ,  p .  8 1 . 
2'1 viittich and Schull e r ,  .2£.· c it . , p .  1 3 5 .  
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Posters are designed to attract attention to key ideas , facts , 
or events .  They function to  motivate , arouse interest,  remind, or 
d rt .  22 a ve �se . 
The practical application of these graphic materials should be 
decided in the light of their unique characteristics which will meet 
specific teaching purposes .  
Globes � maps .  Globes and maps are a vital part of the teaching 
materials because they are the only means by which large areas of the 
earth can be effectively represented. Among the various types of maps are : 
drawing maps , flannel maps , relief maps , electric maps , and visiting 
maps . Globes and maps are highly abstract . Pupils must be taught how 
to read them and how to get information from these essential tools of 
geography. 
Many excellent Bible and missionary maps can be used by them-
selves in clas s .  But globes and maps are most effective when used in 
combination with pictures ,  text and reference books , slides ,  motion-
picture films, and other media. 
Filmstrips . "A filmstrip is  a related sequence of transparent 
still pictures or images on a strip of 35 mm. film. "
23 The pictures 
may be silent or sound, in color or black and white . Most filmstrips 
are accompanied by written scripts ,  records, or tape recordings . There 
1 04 
are many types of fiLmstrips prepared to meet vari ous needs , '.Praining, 
Bible story,  and mis sionary filmstriiJS are the main type s . 
'I1he physical chc'lracteristics of the films trtps a:r.·e : ( ·1 ) they 
are easy and convenient to use , ( 2 )  they take up little space and are 
easi ly stoJ::ed,  ( 3 )  they are inexpensive , (4 ) they are available J.n 
either color or black and white , and ( 5 )  they can be used. at any de-
24 sired place . 
Three characteristics of the usefulnes s  of fiJJnstrips are : 
( 1 ) the pictures are in sequence ,  ( 2 )  the room needs to be only 
slightly darkened, ( 3 ) a \vide range of grade levels and rmbj ect areas 
. ' 2 5  are aval laol e . 
To use filmstrips effectively ,  the t eacher needs t o  think of 
three things : 
1 .  Is the purpose fo1: 'lvrlich I 1<�ish to use this filmstrir) one in 
\vhich motion i s  inherently nece ssary for pupil understar1ding? 
2 .  Doe s  my teaching purpose involve a series of step-by-step 
developments ,  one leading to the next , in logical sequence? 
3 . .A:re sui table filmstrips available for the particular t eaching 
j ob I have in mind? 26 
Hot ion pictures .  There are \T'"arious types of motion pictures 
available in the ar<3as of Christian educ.:dion .  r.Iissiona:cy films , evan-
gelistic fi1ms , Christ i::w-l ife films , leadership t raining fiJJns , Bible 
story films , Bible background films , IJromotional films , and science 
films are gener;;;.l categories of the motion pictures available . 
241 · �  .b J.. CL o 1  p .  3 1 7 . 26 Ib . -�. , pp . 3 24 , 3 25 . 
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The teaching film can be a vivici , interestinc;, dynamic , and use-
ful instrument o f  ins truc tion in the hands of the inte l ligent , Hell-
trained, and understanding t eache r .  'J:lhe value of using films has re-
vealed that " pupil interest is he ightened , more lea:r:ning i s  acc omplished,  
the ret ention of learned material i s  more permanent , and int erest in 
reading i s  increased . 11 27 
'l1hough the film i s  a I;O\verful and useful t eaching tool , it s ulti-
mat e  effectiven e s s  is largely determined by the teacher and the manner 
') 0 
in which he uses it . ,_o The graph below shov!S what each group lea:rns from 
the film and. the differenc e b etween the t eachers ' p lans for us ing filrli .  
Researcher 
Wittich 1946 
W1tlich - ·  1 946 
Wittich - 1946 
20':'� 
Fig· . 7 . 
EFFECTS OF THR EE TYPES OF FilM INSTRUCTION 
ON AMOUNT OF I NF.QRMATION lEARN E D  BY 
ElEMENTARY PUPILS 
30% 40% 50% 60%, 
�; Film Only I ! l 
' trrc diF, t ion, then Flfir I I  I I f ; !rn, Re, ;ew of f.lm 
fig. 1 4.25. 
Thi s vwuld indicate that the film-only approach produces only 
half the re sult that should be expected . It should be fully evident 
that not only films , but all other mat erial s ,  csm be used effect ively 
p .  lj.20 .  
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'only if the teacher takes t ime to previe1v them and carefully make plans 
29 
for his particular use . 
r here are several responsibilities of the teache:c for the effec-
t ive use of films : 
1 .  Interest the learner in s eeing and hearing the film . In the 
abs ence of interest , little or no learning may take place . 
Likevris e , unle s s  a child want s to see  a film ,  he may learn 
lit tle from seeing it . 
'l'he teacher can aHa.ken inter·est in many ways . He can talk 
about the r:;ubj ect t o  be st1-1.died,  and ask the children '�'That 
they v12.nt to lmoH about it . 
2 .  Help the learner plan his search for inf'ormati on b efore he 
vie\·IS the teaching film .  
Just as definite as sign.ruent s of "things t o  find anm.,rers 
ton  have traditionally been part of reading-study lllanning, 
so the film-study a s signment plar.ned by b oth teacher aml 
pupils is an effective way of approaching the study of a teach­
ing film . 
3 . Create the best po s s ible c lassroom conditions in which to  vie�>r 
the teaching film .  
4 .  Give the children opportunities t o  evaluate the film learning 
experienc e , 30 
Opaque projectors cc Overhead 'J:Iransparenc;y Pr_o;j ection s  
Opaque lJroj ec tions can b e  almost any type o f  nontransp�:1.rent rna-
t erials .  One of the aclva.Yltages of the proj ector is  that any materials 
from books , quarterlie s ,  pictu_re file s , and o ther s ource s  can be used . 
It can also proj ect flat specimens a s  c oins , stamp s , and leave s .  
11he overhead transparency proj ector i s  similar in principle to 
the overhead slide pro j ector.  'rhi s  pro j ec·bo�c is also a valuable tool , 
even though it has not been usecl as often in the church a s  in schools 
29Ibid . , IJ · 396 . 30 ibid . , :p . 398 , 404 , 406 , 409 . 
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and colleges .3l Overhead projection is superbly suited to the present­
ation of time lines ,  map studies , and general outlines .  
Audio-Aids . Tape recordings , records , and radios are included in 
the Audio materials . The recording instrument has as many uses as the 
ingenious teacher finds need for. B,y means of recordings he can secure 
instructional control , evaluation, and analysis in a degree heretofore 
impossible . 
There are so many opportunities for using Audio-aids in Christian 
teaching that it is almost impossible to describe each method which is 
involved and the mechanical skill and practical experiences  in every 
particular situation . 
By way of summarizing, there are many other Audio-visual media 
which have been used effectively in secular education and in Christian 
education.  The video recorder and television are very powerful tools 
in teaching when they are effectively used, but it seems to be a ques­
tion and a matter of study as to when and how the Sunday school \'lill 
utilize them. 
As a general principle for effective use of Audio-visual mater­
ials the teacher needs to know the following essentials : ( 1 )  �? There 
must be proper motivation .  Emotionally a s  well as intellectually, 
students must be motivated to want to see or use Audio-vistml materials .  
Why this material rather than any other kind of material? The context 
31Getz , .2J2• ill• ,  P• 30 .  
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of inte re s t  must be create d  j ointly by the c la s s  and the teache r . ( 2 )  
\'!hat? 'rhere must b e  clear obj ective s . :Plarmed looking and listening are 
nec e s sary for achieving effective use of Audio-visual mat erial s . The 
teacher and s tudent must not only lmotv vlhJ they are looking and lis-
toning but <.:�l s o  vlhat they are looking and listening for . ( 3 ) Ho-vl'? This 
i s  a mat t e r  of the method of hmv t o  pre:pare , pre s ent , am1ly , examine ,  
discu s s , and cri t icize . ( 4 )  1.fuen'? 'I'hi s rna t t er has t o  c1o \vi t h  VThen the 
mat erials should be used in a l earning proce s s .  A guiding principle 
for this matt er nus t  be extracted from the rule that 11110 mat ter at vrhat 
point in a lea:t.·:ning experience the AucU. o-visual materials arG use d ,  they 
must be tied in vli th o ther experienc e s . r r32 ( 5 )  Check �· iJ.'he t eacher 
needs check-up , i'lhether the obj ectives have been reached. or not , whether 
or not the t eaching :b-<'3-s been succe s sful , etc . 3 3 
I I I . HO!:v TO APPRAI.SB .AtTDIO-VIS1JAL I"B"flB.ODS 
There is no ma.c;ic in Audio-visual mat erie.ls , 7. ,1  i n  themselve s . ) , 
rpJ:w value of the Audi o-vi sual materials i s  t o  be releas ed by teachers 
through manipulat ion of t eaching- learning situat ions . " It is the crucial 
l iPJ.<:age of Audio-visual material s beh;een teachinc; purpose and pupil 
acc ompli shment that det ermine s their value . n 3 5  'I'herefor e , the values of 
Audio-vi s uals can be recoc;niz ed only in the result of the ir :£§.�· 
7 2  ) Edg·c.r Dale , Aud:Lo-Vi sua1 , Hethod L'l 'l'eachin�:()\lew York : 'rhe 
Dryden Pre s s ,  1 952 ) ,  p .  496 . 
33r·· ' d  · · as A 9s :....£:!:.....· ' P'J .  4 .  ' Lj. • 
34-· ' d ' 97  �. , P · 4  • 
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rrhe alJprai sal of Audi o-visual methods inc lude s ap1)raisal of ma-
t erials and t echniques . �:;uch que s t ions a s  the foll o\tling need to be kept 
in mind and ans\vered by the t eache r : 
Appra.isal of Na teri al s : 
1 .  'dhat did student s like about the c ontent of the material I 
used? 
2 .  Did student s react t o  the c ontent the vmy I hoped they 1vould? 
3 . i.vas the material too trivial or superficial for the character­
i s t i c s  of my t,'Toup? 
4 ,  idas the mat erial ac tually \'forth the t ime and effort , o r  should 
I locate anothe:e type of mate rial? 
5 . Did the c ont ent of the mat erials help me to release the ener­
gie s  of my pupi l s '? 3 6  
Appraisal of �1echnique s :  
1 • ';/as the clas s problem , o r  the as s ignnwnt , s ignificant , ap­
pealine· , and funct i onal? 
2 .  Did I mi sjudge the readine s s  of the gToup? 
3 .  1,,Jere my thought-type que stions poorly ph:eas ed for the kind of 
mental ac tion I needed to obtain? 
4 . Were the activi t i e s  re sulting f'rom my use of the mate:eia1 valid.? 
5 . Are my purp o s e s  val id? 
6 .  \\/ere c i:rcumstanc e s  beyond my c ontrol at fault? 
7 . Are the sourc e s  of my evidence ( pu.rJil re spons e s )  for apprai sal 
valid?3 7 
IV. HOld 'rO 'rH.AIN IJ:'l!iJiCHERS IN 'L'Im u::m OF AU:OIO-VISUAJ,S 
In Chapt e r  Dl ,  the importance of the personal fact ors of the c om-
municat o r  for effective c ommunicat i on \vas point ed out . It i s  a general 
agreement among res earchers that " the more personal the medium , the more 
e ffective it i s  likely to be in channeling c ommunication . " 3S Both the 
3 7 I.b . , ...:..2:.9:. . ' ]) • 1 3 1 . 
)S John VI . Bachmt:1n , 'l'he Church in the v!orld of H.aclio-Televi sion 
extent and the value of Audio-visual mat e:eial s depend upon the int ere st 
and skill of the users . 39 'l'herefore , vri thout training t eachers in the 
u s e  of Audio-visual material s ,  it i s  impo s s ib le to expec t  effective use 
of Audio-visual material s ,  becaus e  merely " pro j ec ting a picture on a 
s creen or plac ing a model of a hydraulic mechanism on a tabl e  in front 
of a group of student s provide s no as�mranc e that learners ':Til l  drmv the 
b e s t  c onclusi ons or change the ir b ehabior in desiJ;able way s . ,AO 'I'he need 
of training teachers can never be emphasized too much . 
'['he mo s t  practical method of training teachers i s  t o  have a train-
ing program '.-Ji th the department director or the SlJ.perint endent , or an-
o ther l'ers on vJho i s  qualified in Audio-vi sual use and pract ical expe-
ri enc e . The _program may include the fo llm1ing cont ent s :  
1 • Basic knovlledge of rna t erial s  and equipment s .  
2 .  The b e s t  methods of us ing n::tt eri<J.l s  in differing situations . 
3 .  Content of available mat erials .  
4 .  Hethods of s ecuring mat erial s and e quipment , 
5 . Conditions nec e s Bary for using' different Audio·-visual s .  
6 .  Opportuniti e s  for actual use . 4 1 
Other methods of training the t eacher are : 
1 .  Study c ours e s . 
2 .  A s s ociat i onal conferenc e s . 
3 .  State and convention-vride c onferenc e s . 
4 .  Demonstr<:rtion s , 
5 .  Hegular previe\·IS . 
6 .  Personal c onferenc e s . 
'( . Other methods . 42 
(NeH York : A s sociation Pre s s , 1 SJ60 ) , p .  20 , 
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) Earl 'v{. lrJaldruiJ , 'l'eaching and 'I'rainini,i Hi th i.:udio-visuals (Nash-
ville , C onvention T'res s ,  1 962 ) , }! . 8 3 . 
V. HOY/ TO ORGANIZE FOR AUDIO-VISUALS 
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Thus far, it has been assumed that a library of Audio-visuals 
is needed. To extend the use of Audio-visuals into every area of the 
teaching program whe�e a contribution can be made , there must be avail-
able materials at hand, at the time and place they are needed. In this 
respect , the church or the Sunday school must organize an effective 
program, so that necessary Audio-visuals are available at a cost which 
a church can afford to pay. 
Assuming that most churches have some kinds of Audio-visual 
materials ,  the first step to organize a unified Audio-visual program 
in a church is to promote the use of Audio-visual materials .  
The pastor, the director of Christian education, or the super-
intendent of the Sunday school should take the following steps : 
1 .  Determine what materials and equipment are already available . 
Make use of these resources . 
2 .  Educate the workers in the church as t o  the value and correct 
use of Audio-visual aids in the work of Christian education. 
3 .  Study the curriculum materials in the children ' s , youth and 
adult divisions to discover where various types of Audio­
visual aids may be used most effectively. 
4 .  Purchase appropriate materials and equipment t o  meet curri­
culum needs . 
5. Organize an Audio-visual library with a carefully planned 
card-filing system to enable teachers to locate materials 
easily. Include a simple system for checking out mate��als and equipment to be used by the workers in the church. 
4°Er · k • t  130 �c son ,  ££• £!_. , P •  
4�valdrup,  ££• cit . ,  pp .  84 , 85 , 87 .  
43Getz , ££• £!!. ,  p. 230 . 
42Ib� d. , 88 90 ... pp. - • 
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When basic groundwork has been laid in promoting the use of Audio-
visual aids , the next step is to organize an Audio-visual committee . This 
committee should be completely representative from all departments of the 
church school and organizations of the church. 44 
The areas of responsibility of the committee are : (1 )  keeping in-
formed of sources of Audio-visual materials and studying curriculum 
materials ,  ( 2 ) giving guidance in solving problems related to building 
fixtures ,  ( 3 )  training teachers and leaders who will use Audio-visual 
materials , (4 ) e stablishing an Audio-visual resource library, ( 5 )  finances , 
( 6 )  purchases ,  and(7 ) rentals .
45 
The superintendent of Audio-visuals should be a spiritual man with 
a knowledge of the total educational program, mechanical ability, lead-
ership ability ,  and a cooperative spirit . His duties are : 
1.  He should be a member of the board of Christian education. 
2.  He should be chairman of the Audio-visual committee . 
3 . He should be aware of new developments in the field of Audio­
visual aids . 
4 . He should promote the use of Audio-visual aids by all workers 
in the church. 
5 .  He should assist the director of Cl1ristian education in the 
leadership training program. 
6 .  He should be responsible for the general oversight of the pre­
paration of the Audio-visual budget . He should then bring the 
proposed budget to the board of Christian education. 
44oscar J. Rumpf, The Use of Audio-v�suals .!£ the Church (Philadel­
phia : The Christian Educational Press ,  1958) , p .  90 .  
45Getz, 2E• cit . ,  pp. 221-223 . 
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? .  He should carry any requisitions ret'Sarding the purchasing of · 
material s  or equipmen·t to  the board of Chri st ian education 
for approval and then make the purchase . 
8 .  He should be responsible for all film rentals .  
9 .  He should oversee the preparation of ·the card files for the 
Audio-visual l ibrary . 
1 0 .  
1 1 .  
1 2 .  
He should be reponsible for the distribution of all materials 
a;nd equi pment . If thi s  j ob become s quite involved,  a s ecre­
tary should be appointed to help vd th thes e  responsibilities .  
He should train all operators . 
1 ld k . . d . . Li6 He s ·1ou ·eep equJ.pment s ervJ.ce and repo.J.red . · 
'l1he qualifications of thes e  three leaders of three divisions 
( children ' s  l eade r ,  youth leader ,  and adult leader ) should be ( 1 ) a 
burden to  do the \vork of the Lord � ( 2 )  particular interest in Christian 
education , ( 3 )  leadership ability, and (4 ) a co-operative attitude . 
Their duti e s  can be sum.lll.arized as follovJS : 
1 • They should be members of the Audio-vi sual cormni ttee . 
2 .  They should serve on the children ' s , youth , and adult commit­
t ee to  give g-uidance regarding Audio-visual utilization in 
the se three areas . 
3 .  'J.'hey should do resee.rch in order to become special ists in 
their particular areas of work . 
4 .  'l'hey should s tudy the curriculum mat erials which are used in 
their areas , so as to  be abl e  to advise regarding the use of 
appropriate teaching tool s . 
5 . 'l1hey should advise regarding the amount of money needed to 
us e  effectively Audio-visual aids in their division s . 
6 .  '-Phey should bring t o  the Audio-visual committee meetings any 
needs regarding purchas e s  that have been discussed in the 
divisional c ommittee meetings . 
7 . 'l1hey should present t o  the superintendent of Audio-visual aids 
any requisitions for film rentals by workers in their divi­
sions . 
8 .  They should assist the superintendent in the admini stration 
of the Audio-visual l ibrary . 
9 .  'rhey should serve as e quipment operators , vJhen called u�i?on by 
the superintendent of Audio-visual aids . 47 
46 Getz , 212. .  c it . ,  pp . 227 , � 28 . 47 IbJ.· d . , 228 -- ' p .  . 
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The summa;r. It was the purpose of this chapter to show principles 
of the use of Audio-visuals for teaching improvement . 
First , the guiding principles for selecting Audio-visuals were 
given for the teacher to follow in the selection of curriculum materials . 
Second, for the most effective results from using Audio-visuals 
in teaching, the principles of creative use of Audio-visuals were pre­
sented. 
Third, the appraisal of materials and techniques was presented. 
Fourth, the most practical method of training teachers in the 
use of Audio-visuals was discussed. 
Fifth, to extend the use of Audio-visuals into every area of the 
teaching program where a contribution can be made , a unified Audio­
visual program was presented. 
Without doubt, the most effective results from using Audio­
visuals in teaching can be accomplished when these principles are prop­
erly applied in teaching situations . 
SUrrll'lARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CFuUJTER VI 
Sllf!Ii'1l\.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
r hi s  study has been made to inve stigate the possible ways of 
improving Sunday s cuool t eaching with the use of Audio-vi suals . 
In order to point out the sit,"TT.ificance of Audio-vi sual use in 
teaching, not only in s ecular school , but also in religious education , 
it 1-.ras nec e s sary to shmv Biblical examples of Audio-visual use in 
teaching . Biblical examples in Chapter II revealed that God used visual 
aids to teach the children of Israel .  Not only God , but the prophets 
also , employed visual aids to proclaim the \'lord of God . Jesus Christ was 
the T1aster t eacher , \·tho used Audio-vim.12.ls s o  effectively to c larify 
truth . Again and again , abstract t ruth ivas made c l ear and understandab le 
by His us e o f  Audi o-visual o b j e c t s  in His t eaching· . Thus , the use of 
Audio-visuals -v.ras proved t o  have its theory and phi lo s ophy rooted and 
grounded in the \lord of God . 
Chapter I I I  pres ented an analy s i s  of the values of Aud io-visuals 
and the role of Audi o-visuals in the te�;,ching- learning si h12.tion . It was 
observe d  that in recent years advanced technolo2,y has Si·lept through soci­
ety from the res earch laborato ries into manufactu:cing, c orrununications , 
the space age , and finally , into education . Such development quickened 
the realization that " antiquated methods can never achieve t ode.y ' s ed­
ucational g·oals . 11 'rhus , a n e\v science of educat ion , the sc ience of Audio-
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visual educat ion 1 emerg·e d . 'l1hi s  \vas one of the s t imulating fac t ors f or 
Chris tian education to adopt the effe c t ive use of Audio-visuals in 
t eaching . 'l1he second reason was the inadequancy of verbal c orillnU.1"1ication 
in t eaching. 
The value of Audio-visuals was observed in overc oming the bar­
riers t o  c o�nm1ication ,  fac ilitating rapid learning, mcl(ing learning 
more permanent , changing the learner ' s  at titude , and m�ing learning 
intere s ting . 'l'he role of Audio-visuals in teaching and its c ontribut ions 
in the learning proc e s s  1-rere observed . 
In Cha11ter IV , all aspects of the Sunday s choo l  \vere reviev1ed to 
show the I)eculiari ties and characteri stics o f  its teachin,.g mini stTy in 
the pre s ent d..tty . 'rhe Sunday school vias reviewed from i t s  hist oric devel­
opment , i t s  funct i ons , i t s  importance ,  its curricuhun development and 
pre sent curriculum materials ,  and its teaching problems . 
It 'lia s  shown that the Sunday s choo l  derived it s function and 
purpo s e  from the ,,,iord o f  God and from the great c ommandment of J·esus 
Chri st . The main function and purpos e  of the Sunday school has been 
that of t eaching the v/ord s o  that people may be brought int o  a personal 
relati onship \vith the IJord Je sus Chri s t . 'Phe teacher ' s  role , as related 
to the t e aching-learning proce s s ,  vms sho'.m as guiding, direct ing, fa­
c i li tating, and helping l earners that s elf-ac tivity may take plac e . 
Teaching vras defined as c ommunication , as vi e;,Jed in the teaching s tac5e s .  
'rhe fundarnentals of c o�mmicat i on and the basic .Pro c e s s  of c ommu..-rlication 
have brought tHo sugge s t i ons for better c01mnunica t i on , }i'irst ,  1.rord com­
municat i on ,  verbal or v1ritten symbol s ,  never ce,n tell all about the 
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objects and events the words represent . Higher level abstractions of 
words omit many characteristics about their obj ects and thus tend to be 
unclear in meaning. Therefore , communication in the obj ective level , 
nonverbal, brings forth a clearer presentation of the objects and events 
to the receiver of the communication. Second, the communicator has to 
have a better understanding and skill in the ability to communicate. 
Chapter V presented the methods of Audio-visuals for improving 
Sunday school teaching. Audio-visuals , as an effec-tive means of communi­
cation, and their values in teaching have to be manipulated if they are 
to function effectively. Improving Sunday school teaching, as a whole , 
must be carried out in a unified program supported by an Audio-visual 
committee in the church. Thus , the individual teacher needs to gain pract­
ical knowledge and skill of how to use Audio-visuals in specific teaching 
situations. The church or Sunday school also needs to organize an Audio­
visual committee for training teachers in the use of Audio-visual mater­
ials,  and for better administration of equipment and finances . 
II.  CONCLUSIONS 
( 1 ) The most pres sing need of the Sunday school to improve its 
teaching can be met by the skillful use of Audio-visuals . 
( 2 )  Audio-visuals are the most effective media o f  communication 
that can be used in the teaching-learning situation. 
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( 3 )  Actual improvement of Sunday school teaching can be achieved 
when the following requisitions are carried out : 
First,  the individual teacher needs to gain practical know­
ledge and skill in the use of Audio-visuals in specific teaching-learning 
situations . 
Second, the church or Sunday school needs to organize an 
Audio-visual committee for training teachers in the use of Audio-visuals , 
and for better administration of equipment and finances . 
III. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1 .  A study into the examples of Audio-visual technology at work 
in each department of the Sunday school. 
2 .  A research on the place of . Audio-visuals in the curriculum 
plan for Sunday school teaching. 
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